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Mk1/2 Washer Jets

Complete range of gearbox parts
for road and race including our 
famous EVO diffs and 5 speed 
gearboxes. Only RHP and top 
quality bearings stocked.
The best crosspin diff 
available!  Over 400 sales per annum.
C-AJJ3385 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £163.39
Heavy duty helical gear kit C-STN48  . . . . . .£706.56
Competition steel baulk ring C-22A1741  . . . .£23.99
Evo upgrade std baulk ring  22G2033EVO  . . .£13.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54  . . . . . . . . .£27.00

Gearboxes & Diffs

£85.80

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £85.80 full kit

Package
Price

Suspension Cone
The only genuine cone springs on the market made
from original Rover tooling. Order as FAM3968

Suspension

Suspension, Steering & Bearings

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013 . . . . £31.20
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105 . £30.60
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102 . . . . . . £36.00

We will not sell cheap, inferior CV joints 
We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Cooper S Distributor

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set 
- 998cc AJM1250 . . . . . £12.84

Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . . £9.50
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300 . £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set . . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £64.80
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

Made to Rover Parts Sales’ final 
specification. Part No. GWW807

Choose Genuine or Quality 
Alternative Parts

£40.69

Bumper and Brightwork

All Mini Spares chrome and 
brightwork items are top 
quality and made to fit correctly.

Exhausts
Owners and stockists of RC40 systems. 
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versions have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle box pipes. Most 
competitors don’t even have these 
stainless internals in their 
‘stainless steel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £58.80
Single box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/estate . . . . . . . . . £74.48
Twin box system  from cat back  . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Mini Spares stainless steel bumper 
- fits BETTER than Rover original! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20
Bumper non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . £34.80
Bumper non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . £27.60
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £102.88
Inner/outer door moulding car set Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91
Headlamp Rings - Stainless steel 500929MS . . . . . . £9.71
Headlamp Rings - Chrome-on-brass 17H5143 . . . . £16.69
S/steel inner headlamp ring DHF100010SS . . . . . . . £10.00
Fluted deluxe chrome wheel arch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

  
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.    e-mail:- sales@minispares.com       www.minispares.com     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.

Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN
Telephone: 01707 607700 

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU
Telephone: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011
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Mail Order - 01 707 607700 Mail Order also available direct from Mini Spares North Call 01 423 881800 to order 

minispares.com
Visit the official MiniSpares.com 
website for pictures, downloads,
catalogues, current prices &
special deals

Mobile & tablet friendly

BODY,
MECHANICAL 
& TRIM

CATALOGUE
The 6th edition of 
our AKM2
catalogue. 
Include all models 
from 1959-2000.

mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - North

Now
Open!

Original UNIPART 

Swivel Pin Repair Kit

part number GSJ166 

• Want the 
GENUINE part?

Want a cheaperalternative?
Mini Spares approved part number
GSJ166MS £7.56

£23.04
or

Clearly identified MINI
SPARES part number

• Cheaper Price• Same Quality

Mini Spares 20/50 mineral oil
GUL7005T  . . . . . . . .£16.00
20/50 mineral oil & spin on 
filter (not MPI) SO4  . .£17.78

Clutches & Flywheels

£58.80

Scan the QR codes to see the full

range on your tablet ot smart phone

Engines:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Gaskets:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Suspension:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Exhausts:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Brightwork:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Steering:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Drivetrain:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Electrics:
Visit our website for

THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Each

£4.20

Brand new ACCESSORIES

CATALOGUE available to

order online!
www.minispares.com

mini spares catalogues
NEW!

Brakes:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Forged Cranks
For 1275cc blocks 
and made in 
81.3mm and 86mm stroke
(bare forging only £576.00) . . . . . . crank £1897.92

Engines NEW!

Steering racks - L/H or R/H   FAM7306/7 . . . . . . £62.82
MPi Sportspack type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine GSJ166. . . . . . . . . . . £23.04
or our own which we recommend for any use
Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . £8.18
Timken front wheel bearings GHK1140 . . . . £49.14
Tried & tested non gen. front wheel bearings - 
with sales of nearly 5,000 per year and no
breakages - GHK1140MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.80
Rear Timken GHK1805 modifd - late . . . . . . £32.40
Non genuine rear bearing GHK1548MS  . . . £14.39

NEW!  5 port alloy heads . . . . . . . . . from £1251.50
8 port head kits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £2018.09
1380cc built Up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards . . £1130.92
Mega pistons 20/40/60 and 73.5 . . . . . . . . £236.69
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311 . . . . . . . £194.40
Camshaft Evolution001 . new blanks,outright £89.10 
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £15.83
CNC Evolution Slot Drive Oil Pump . . . from £112.50
Spin-on oil filter (OE supplier) MSF166 . . . . . . £2.23
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436. . . . . . . . . £133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift roller rocker set C-AHT446A £222.50
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323 . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.20
21A1902 Mini Spares gen profile engine mount £8.34
21A1902MS Non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting. . . . . . . . . . . . £3.78
Lightweight Large Impeller Water Pump . . . . £18.90
Minimum stretch single row chain 3H2127EVO . £19.44
Minimum stretch double row chain 2H4905EVO. £24.79

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for

economy and performance similar to MK3 S
curves. Fitted with quickfit points and uprated
rotor arm 12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

All other 25D to 59D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.00
A new distributor - cheaper than a conversion kit
Electric type of above (no points) . . . . . . . from £56.65
Also available are 3 electric types to match your
camshaft profile to our distributor design
Std to 276 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.20
Above is ideal for our Evolution camshaft range
285 - 296 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.80
310-315 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £90.00

Gearboxes:
Visit our website for
THE FULL PARTS
LISTING

Flywheel puller for all types CE1 £21.78
Master cylinder GMC1008  . .£45.50
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . £26.10
Orange diaphragm  C-AEG481 .£35.10
Grey Comp diaphragm C-AEG482. . . . . . . . . £37.75
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355MS . . from £18.28
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £24.00
3 piece AP clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . . £60.30
3 Piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 Piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £118.80
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £122.40
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £70.20
AP Std. clutch plate, Turbo, light tune  GCP204 . £33.12
MiniSpares/AP road/rally 180mm Plate C-AHT595 180mm £64.54
AP Racing road/rally clutch C-AHT596 180mm . . . . . . £88.78
Ultralight flywheel - standard EN8  . . . . . . . .£135.35
Ultralight flywheel - race EN24  . . . . . . . . . .£209.08

New Gears

29 tooth A plus primary gears for 998 or 
1275, with floating bush for longevity, state cc £153.60
2nd gear for 4 synchro pre A plus . . . . . . . . £76.80

New!
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

March magazine – 1st February
April magazine – 1st March
May magazine – 1st April

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 
1st day of each month. The production of 
a magazine starts a month before the due 
publishing date. Please submit copy to the 
Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 
words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2014   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates 
are aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/
old inks while printing blankets are shredded and 
used for rubberised play areas and footpaths. The 
wrapping it comes in is degradable and will break 
down in the soil.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman 
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN 
01302 883550 (H) 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration 
Sarah Monk 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
membership@minicooper.org

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
events@minicooper.org

Competition Secretary 
Peter Moss 
The Dower House, Rogate, West Sussex, GU31 5EG 
01730 818336 (H) 
competition@minicooper.org 

Club Shop 
Sally Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ  
02380 560073 (H) 
regalia@minicooper.org

Regional Co-ordinator 
Patricia Webb 
45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, 
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH 
07834 081697 
regions@minicooper.org

Public Relations 
Lorraine Hampson 
01428 712154 
pr@minicooper.org 

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt 
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ 
01923 816757 
cars@minicooper.org

Youth Co-ordinator 
Sarah Voss 
0/2, 49 Kelvinside Drive, Glasgow, G20 6QD 
07988 864002 
youthcoordinator@minicooper.org 

Non Designated Committee Members 
Rod Chilcot 01707 650107 

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org

Heritage Liaison 
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org

DVLA V765 Contact  
(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

https://twitter.com/
cooperregister

www.minicooper.org
forum.minicooper.org 



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
0333 003 8162 Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai

Cherished Vehicle
Insurance

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.  They are also normally included in call allowances on mobiles.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance is a trading name of Canopius UK Specialty Limited who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Registered in England No. 00743268, Registered Offi ce: 1st Floor, 1 Kings Court Business Park, Charles Hastings Way, Worcester, WR5 1JR  CVI 085 03/15

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Free DNA+ protection kit with each policy.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.

0512 CVI Cooperworld A4 Colour Advert.indd   1 12/03/2015   16:36
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT 
SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against a variety of claims. The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.
The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence. If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.
So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.
Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE 
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your 
membership card at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON – 10% off the vast 
majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK – various 
discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS – help if undergoing a 
major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES, WINCHCOMBE. 
GLOS – Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order 
from website. Discount to members on production of 
membership card. 01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com
formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS – 10% off most 
goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS – 10% off 
everything but will offer more depending on amount 
purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE – See advert inside front cover 
for contact details. Discount available to Mini Cooper 
Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS – www.bjacoustic.
com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE - 10% discount and agreed 
value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, 
CHESHIRE – 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-
metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET – 15% off books, 
manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 
442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B, Cork, Ireland (MCR 
member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 www.
oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS 10% discount, supply and 
supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS 
- Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, 
Spain. www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE - 0121 246 
8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., 
Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B. 10% discount, Jim 
Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE - Unit 2, Shipyard 
Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini 
specialist ex JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount 
to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH - 
Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts 
in CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk 
 01473 740148 

Back Copies of the 
Magazine
These are now available on line via the Website 

at a cost of £3.50 each plus p&p

Missing Magazines

Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive by the 

middle of the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not have email 

facilities) on 01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 

Contributions

IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 

by the 1st of the month for the 

following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 

contributions for the magazine sent 

by email, so if you do not receive 

an email back from me it almost 

certainly means I have not received 

it. Please telephone me after a day 

or so to check if you do not hear 

from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer the 

membership - see details on page 4. 
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EDITORIAL
This issue of CooperWorld marks 

a bit of a milestone as we reach 
issue number 350! I edited my first 
CooperWorld magazine in July 2014 
which was issue number 319. So, 
if my mental maths are still up to 
it I have merely edited 31 of the 
350 issues. However, I feel I must 
mention that the majority of these 
would have been edited by my 
predecessor, Lesley Young, who 
was in the editor’s hot seat for an 
incredible 15 years. I am not sure I 

will ever eclipse Lesley’s time in the job, but I do now have a grasp 
of what the job entails!

Well, moving on to what we have for you in this anniversary issue of 
CooperWorld, and, as I promised in last month’s issue, John McIntosh 
has written an interesting article relating to his Works car LBL 590E in 
recognition of the 50th anniversary of Paddy Hopkirk finishing second 
overall in LBL on the lesser known Rally of the Flowers. John has 
illustrated his article with some great photos of his car in action one 
or two which I have not seen before. 

Sticking with what seems to be a bit of an anniversary theme this 
month, Robert Young in his Archive column has covered the 50th 
anniversary of the Mini Cooper winning the Monte Carlo Rally in 
1967, a year after the BMC’s Works team was famously disqualified 
and thus stripped of their win in 1966. It was a case of sweet revenge 
for all the team in 1967, as it just proved that the Mini was without 
doubt a world beating car in motorsport. But it was also a personal 

achievement for Rauno Aaltonen in particular, since he had not been 
an outright winner of the rally previously. 

Then we have part two of Steve Harris’ article on his memories 
of when he worked at the Downton Engineering Works, and 
the main focus of his article covers the time after he left the 
company and set up his own. Steve has included some great 
period photos to illustrate his article too. You can find it in 
the Members’ articles section together with a complementary 
article written by Malcolm Francis on participating in the DEWS 
Speed Championship. 

Talking of two part articles, we have the second part of Niall 
Cook’s article from last month’s issue on the Northumberland 
and Borders Rally which Niall is very much involved in organising 
over a number of years now. Do read his article as it will give 
you an insight into what’s involved in Club rally from novice to 
expert, as well as providing some great action shots.

Finally, I should mention that we have set the date of Sunday 
12th March for the Club’s AGM and the details of which are 
elsewhere in the magazine. Do try to attend if you can to hear 
from the Club committee representatives on the current state of 
the club and, of course, to have your say about how you might 
like to see the club improved. Hopefully, I shall see some of you 
there on the day.

Paul Sulma 

For full details on the Action Day go to:  
www.mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk

We need someone to take over this role to 
support and encourage the regions and look after 

the budget for regional purchases.

Committee meetings take place five times a year.

Contact Patricia Webb on  
07834 081 697 

regions@minicooper.org 
for more information on  

this important role.

COMMITTEE POST

Regional
Co-ordinator

wanted



I’m pleased to say that our Minis to Ireland event has reached a full 
entry of 40 cars for our run to the Emerald Isle in September. We also 

have a couple of reserves signed up too since experience tells us that, 
despite members’ best intentions, we do get a few who have to drop 
out for numerous reasons as the date gets nearer. And for that reason 
we do encourage those who have missed getting an entry to apply and 
go onto the reserve list. We have yet to turn anyone away on these 
events, as we have always found places for those wishing to go. So, if 
you missed the opportunity and would like to stand a good chance of 
going, do contact the membership secretary, Lesley Young and she will 
send you all the detail.

The members' survey that Sarah Voss, our Youth Coordinator, sent 
out to all members last December, received a good response and 

some useful data was gleaned from the membership. This we will 
report on when the survey results have been fully analysed. One thing 
that did come out from the survey - and you can read her report later 
in this issue - is that there is good support for the MCR to put on a two 
day touring assembly, which will be both affordable and fun. Therefore, 
plans are now being put in place for a run around the Peak District in 
October. More details to follow.

In closing this month we have a vacancy on the Committee for the 
position of Regional Co-ordinator. Patricia Webb, who has held 

this post for the last three years, has decided, due to pressure of 
work, to stand down. Patricia has done a great job at galvanising and 
encouraging the regional organisers and has offered lots of advice 
and encouragement to new and existing regions. We now have a far 
stronger regional presence than before and it would be good if we 
could continue that trend. Please contact Patricia in the first instance, 
who will tell what the job entails. 

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

Many of us, fortunate to own an older 
classic Mini, don’t have to pay VED 

(road tax) for our cars but those with 
later ones and all those with MINIs do 
of course. However, since the abolition 
of the paper road tax disc, now that it’s 
all gone digital, the number of motorists 
failing to pay Vehicle Excise Duty has 
more than doubled since the end of 
the paper tax disc era. This is hardly 
a surprise - a kid of two could have 
predicted that. 

The police say that their number plate recognition cameras spot 
and report cars that do not have the necessary VED paid and then 
action is taken. However, despite this and assurances from the 
DVLA that the new system (costing £1m pounds in IT alone) will 
save them a reported £7m a year - it seems this is just not the case 
as the Government are now losing many more millions in unpaid 
VED. Defaults are now reported to have increased by 80%, more 
than they were when the paper system was in place. Just to put 
some flesh on that: between October 2014 (when the system was 
changed) and March 2015 some £2.7bn was collected in Vehicle 
Exercise Duty for the first six months. This was £223m lower than 
the amount collected between the same six months period of 
October and March the year previous, when the old system was in 
place. My school boy maths tells me that’s a £446m loss of revenue 
for the first year and it’s getting worse, not better.

On the plus side of the equation however, we have the DVLA’s legal 
sting that happens every time a vehicle changes hands. As VED is no 
longer transferable, it therefore has to be cancelled by the previous 
owner who then gets paid back the money from the next full month 
– the new owner now has to pay his VED straight away - for the 
entire month. This means that the DVLA effectively get a double 
payment for that month, as both have paid VED for the car that 
month. Not a bad scam really. This alone should net a tidy sum for 
the tax man.

All this makes me to really question the sense of this new digital road 
tax system, which clearly has resulted in a big loss of revenue (which 
no doubt has got to be made up in some other way). The double 
dipping of an extra month of VED, when a car changes hands, is just 
wrong in my book and I fail to see how the DVLA got away with 
such a stroke. This all leads me to tell you that Oliver Morley, the 
Chief Executive of the DVLA, who received a CBE in the New Year’s 
Honours list “for services to public sector digital services”. Nice work 
if you can get away with it.

We welcome the following new members who joined during December

NEW MEMBERS
Dick Wilkinson, Darlington, Co. Durham

Ian Ockenden, Templeogue, Dublin, Ireland

Chris Middlehurst, St Helens, Merseyside

Richard Paget, Waltham Abbey, Essex

Kieron Goodman, Glasgow, South, Lanarkshire

Roger & Angela Evans, Longfield, Kent

Reginald Wets, Sint genesius rode, Belgium

Brian Bruce, Bedfordview, Gauteng, South Africa

Tamar Walker, Leighton Buzzard, Bucks

Eric Van Diggelen, Alameda, California, USA

Brian Cameron, Aberlour, Moray

Steven Parry, Cheltenham, Glos
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Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 

SM050 A5 Advert.indd   1 09/03/2016   11:52



Other events to note all on the same weekend are the Downton Classic 
& Custom Vehicle Show on the 29th April - this year being in its 8th 
year, the Donington Historic Festival on 28th to 30th April and the 
Blyton Mk1 Performance Action Day on the 30th April. A busy weekend 
of top events!

The events list is looking fantastic again and I look forward to seeing you 
all out and about!

That’s all for now!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304)330715 
Tel: events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

W e are planning to visit the MINI 
factory in 2017 as we did in 2014. 

Keep an eye out on social media or pre 
register your interest by emailing me. The 
date of the visit is to be confirmed.

Just a reminder in case you hadn’t 
updated your diary, the Brands Hatch 
Mini Festival has been moved to the 
8th and 9th July. I was planning to camp 
with the Kent region guys however, it 
now clashes with our family holiday. The 
region will still be present so you can join 
them for either of the days racing and 
weekend camping. 

This year’s Minis to Ireland is sold out but you can still register on the 
reserve list in case people drop out. I am personally looking forward to 
this year’s event as it will be my first trip to the emerald isle.

The Club has tickets for the LSMOC London to Brighton Mini Run 
2017. Please contact me via email or telephone for further details. 
These tickets are very limited.

This year’s Ham Sandwich Run will be on the 20th August and you can 
pre-register your interest by emailing me. This event seems to grow 
every year and this year’s event promises to find another jewel to visit 
in the Kent countryside. Don’t miss out! These touring assemblies are 
good fun and a great way to stretch the legs of your car.

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard

10 | www.minicooper.org

The Kent Region are holding a Breakfast Run on the 23rd April 2017. Entry will include breakfast for the driver and navigator, 
if you need an extra breakfast these can be pre ordered too. Entry is £17.50 per car, run packs on Tulips, rally plates and prizes 
included on the day. Contact us to book a place. The run will start at the Lenham Café and end at Broad Oak MINI Ashford. 
The run is limited to 25 cars so book in early! Email h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Thanks

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Mini Cooper Register Kent Region

Phone: 01304 330715
Email: h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk
Facebook – Mini Cooper Register - http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister
Facebook Group for Kent - http://www.facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/
Instagram: #mcrkent #minicooperregister
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand Italics = 
Regional MCR event/attendance

February 2017

Event: London Classic Car Show   
Date: 23-26th February 2017 
Location: ExCeL London 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

March 2017

Event: Brooklands Mini Day   
Date: 19th March 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com 

Event: Goodwood Members Meeting  
Date: 18th - 19th March 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: https://www.goodwood.com/

Event: Practical Classic’s Restoration Show  
Date: 31st – 2nd April 
Location: NEC, Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.practicalclassics.co.uk/

April 2017

Event: Pride of Longbridge   
Date: 15th April 
Location: Cofton Park, Low Hill lane, Longbridge, B31 2BQ 
Contact: prideoflongbridge2006@gmail.com

Event: Lincoln BIG Mini Day   
Date: 16th April 
Location: Brayford Waterfront, Lincoln, Lincolnshire 
Contact: Mike Bilton mjbilko@tiscali.co.uk

Event: Donington Historic Festival   
Date: 28th 29th & 30th April 
Location: Donington 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: DEWS Classic Car Show & Classic Run  
Celebrating 70 of Downton Works Engineering. 
Camping available.  
Date: 29th April  
Location: Brian Whitehead Sports Ground, Downton, Wilts 
Contact: www.dewsc.org.uk

Event: Blyton Park – MK1 Action Day  
Date: 30th April 
Location: Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Track day at Blyton 
Park for MK1 Mini’s. 
Contact: http://mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk/
action-day.htm

May 2017

Event: British Mini Day 
Date: 7th May 
Location: Himley Hall, Dudley, DY3 4DF 
Contact: Mick Rowley - rminimick@aol.com

Event: Miniworld Riveria Run   
Date: 13-14th May 
Location: Newquay, Devon 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

Event: Beaulieu Spring Autojumble   
Date: 13th -14th May 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Mini Run 2017 
Date: 21st May 
Location: Ends Madeira Drive, Brighton 
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

Event: International Mini Meeting (IMM) 2017  
Date: 25-27th May 
Location: Ireland 
Contact: www.imm2017.ie

June 2017

Event: Bromley Pageant of Motoring  
Date: 4th June 
Location: Norman Park, Bromley, Kent. Displays, traders, 
club stands, autojumble. 
Contact: www.bromleypageant.co.uk

Event: MCR Mini Day at Beaulieu  
Date: 11th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade 
stands and concours judging. Also includes an 
autojumble. It is open to all marques of Minis/
MINIs 
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival  
Date: 17th-18th June 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com

Event: Festival of Speed   
Date: 22nd – 25th June 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

July 2017

Event: Mini Festival 2017 
Date: 8th – 9th July 
Location: Brands Hatch 
Contact: http://www.brandshatch.co.uk/

Event: Lavender Run 
Date: 23rd July TBC 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

Event: Silverstone Classic 
Date: 28th- 30th July  
(Club presence likely to be one day TBC) 
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: events@minicooper.org

August 2017

Event: Croft Nostalgia 
Date: 5th August  
Location: Croft Circuit near Darlington. Historic racing 
championships and static classic car.  
Contact: http://www.croftcircuit.co.uk/racing/nostalgia

Event: Cambridge Mini Chill 
Date: 4th – 6th August  
Location: Marley Eternit Sports and Social Club, 
Whaddon Road, Royston, Cambs SG8 5RL  
Contact: http://www.cambsminichill.co.uk/

Event: Mini in the Park 
Date: 13th August  
Location: Santa Pod Raceway, Northants  
Contact: www.minishow.co.uk

Event: Mini Festival 2017 
Date: 19th August  
Location: Oulton Park  
Contact: http://oultonpark.mini-festival.co.uk/

Event: Ham Sandwich Run 2017 
Date: 20th August  
Location: Kent  
Contact: Justin Ridyard – h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

September 2017

Event: Beaulieu Autojumble   
Date: 2nd -3rd September 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Revival Meeting   
Date: 8th-10th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day  
Date: 11th September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show  
Date: 16th – 17th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: Mick Cooke, Lancs Region or  
Pete Flanagan

Event: MiniWorld Action Day 
Date: TBC September 
Location: Castle Combe 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

Event: OhSoRetroShow 2017 
Date: 24th September 
Location: Margate, Kent 
Contact: http://www.ohsoretro.co.uk/

Event: Minis to Ireland 2017   
Date: 21st-28th September 
Location: Ireland 
Contact: Lesley Young -  
membership@minicooper.org

October 2017

Event: British Mini Fair 2 
Date: TBC October 
Location: Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire  
Contact: Worcestershire Region. Mick Rowley -  
rminimick@aol.com

November 2017

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Car Show 
Date: 10th- 12th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham  
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org 
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Mini Cooper Register Annual General Meeting

Sunday 12th March 2017
 

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the Mini Cooper Register will take 
place at the Best Western Hotel Oxford Road Banbury Oxfordshire OX16 9AH. Directions can 
be found on www.bestwestern.co.uk.
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Please arrive at the Hotel for 10.45 a.m. 

The Meeting starts promptly at 11:00 a.m.

There will be a free buffet lunch for members after the AGM.

Nominations Wanted
The Committee shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting. The current Chairman should receive nominations of candidates 
for election to the Committee not less than seven days before the Annual General Meeting.

All posts are open for nomination any member may apply.

All positions will all become vacant at the Annual General Meeting. Posts which you can be nominated for are Competition Secretary, 
Editor, Events Co-Ordinator, Public Relations, Regalia Secretary, Regional Organiser, Secretary and Treasurer. It is vital and urgent that 
someone volunteers for each position to allow the continued smooth running of the Club. Your Club needs you! 

Please contact Robert Young if you want to discuss any position.

The Chairman and Vice-Chairman will be elected by ballot between the newly elected members at the next Committee meeting 
following this Annual General Meeting.

Please include the following in a nomination: Committee Post, the nominee’s name and club membership number, the proposer’s 
name and club membership number and signatures of both people. Please include your reasons for applying and detail any 
relevant qualities, experience and qualifications. This is your chance to make a difference to the running of the Club.

Agenda Proposals Wanted
Any member wishing to have an item included on the agenda of the meeting must submit it, in writing, to the current Chairman 
not less than seven days before the Annual General Meeting.

The Submission needs to include the name and membership number of the person submitting the item a proposer’s name and 
membership number and the signatures of both people.

Note
Admission to the Annual General Meeting will be strictly limited to current members only. Please bring your membership card in 
order to gain admittance to the meeting.

The Committee does not recommend this meeting as a suitable place for children or pets.

Please address nominations and agenda proposals to:
Robert Young, MCR AGM, Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden, Kent. TN30 7NE

Nominations and agenda proposals to arrive no later than Monday 6th March 2017.



“ OUR CLASSIC  
CAR INSURANCE 
COMES WITH A 
WELL POLISHED 
SERVICE”

0800 083 6302
We share your passion for classic cars, call now for our best cover

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 9am - 7pm, Sat 9am - 5pm.  As with all insurances, terms and conditions apply. *Terms and conditions apply, call for details. ^Based on an average customer saving 41% when compared to buying three separate Carole Nash 
policies.  Average customer = 57 year old male driving a 1965 MG B; a 1973 MG B and a 1972 MG Midget.  Savings accurate as of 1.7.2016.  Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm 
reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

Based on reviews from July 2015 – December 2015

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash96

The All Inclusive Carole Nash Difference

cherished.carolenash.com

3 Agreed Value*

3 Salvage Retention*

3  UK & European accident breakdown recovery, 
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

3  Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

3 Club member discounts*

Classic    |    Camper Van    |    Motorhome    |    Military    |    Performance

Alicia Insurance Specialist

 YOU COULD 

SAVE 41%
WITH A MULTI-CLASSIC CAR POLICY^

CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE 



Minis to Ireland
21st September – 28th September 2017

After the great success of Minis to Ireland in 2013 and 2015 the MCR will be returning to the fabulous roads of Ireland for 
the 2017 run. The route outline is described below.   We will be heading up to Sligo in the north west for a three night 
stop then heading south to Connamara for two nights at the superb Renvyle House Hotel where the food is exquisite and 
the location superb.   

This is the planned itinerary.   Mileage will hopefully be kept to a maximum of 200 miles per day. 

Thursday 21st September -  Meet in Fishguard at 13.00 for the 14.30 sailing to Rosslare arriving at 18.00 and travel  
  to the 4 star Ferrycarrig Hotel, Wexford.

Friday 22nd September  - Leave hotel and travel via Wicklow Gap, Mullingar, Longford, Carrick-on-Shannon,  
  Sligo to 4 star Radisson Blu and Spa Hotel. (Rosses Point)

Saturday 23rd September  - Round trip, Mullaghmore, Donegal Town, Killybegs, Glencolumbkille, Glenties,   
  Dunglow, Gweedore, Doocharry, Ballybofey, Ballyshannon, Manor Hamilton, Sligo  
  Radisson Blu Hotel.

Sunday 24th September  - Second round trip, Dromahir, Drumkeeran, Drumshanbo, Ballinagleragh,  
  The Poorhouse, Blacklion, Belleek, Enniskillen, Ballinmore, Ballygawley, Sligo, Radisson  
  Blu Hotel.

Monday 25th September  -  Leave Radisson Blu Hotel and travel via Ballina, Bellmullet, Westport, Louisburgh,  
  Leenaun, to Renvyle House Hotel.

Tuesday 26th September  - Round trip Leenaun, Toormakeady, Loch Nafooey,  Maam Cross, Oughterard, 
  Kinvarra, Carna, Cashel, Roundstone, Clifden, Cleggan, Letterfrack, Cashleen, 
  Renvyle House Hotel.

Wednesday 27th September - Leave Renvyle House Hotel, to Recess, Maum, Cornamona, Headford, Athenry,  
  Loughrea, Portumna, Birr, Abbeyleix, Carlow, Hacketstown, Glenmalur, Rathdrum,  
  Arklow, Enniscorthy, Ferrycarrig Hotel, Wexford.

Thursday 28th September  - Leave Hotel at 08.00 hours for Rosslare 09.00 Sailing to Fishguard.

The entry fee per car, for two people sharing a room, including return ferry crossing, seven nights accommodation in good 
quality hotels, with dinner and breakfast, plus lunches, will be in the region of £1495, subject to exchange rate fluctuations.  
The entry is being restricted to 40 cars and holding deposits of £295 will be taken to secure an entry.  Payment is by 
cheque, credit card (with small surcharge) or debit card with two further stage payments being required at the end of 
March and June.

Entries open on 5th November 2016.  Contact the Secretary of the Meeting, Lesley Young, by email - membership@
minicooper.org or phone 01580 763975 to request an application form and regulations.  Entry is restricted to 40 cars and 
will be allocated on receipt of completed application form and deposit.
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BRYAN PURVES 
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 
T: E: bryanpurves1@gmail.com 

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include; Interior Trimming, Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

 www.bryanpurves.co.uk 

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 

 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 
 
 

 

01892 77050301892 77050301892 77050301892 77050301892 770503

Competition Semi Synthetic 
Millers Engine Oil – CTV 20W50

Headlight coversWall plaqueRear seat tool roll

Rear towing eye Spot light bracket Irvin full harness seat belt Works tool bag 

Hours of business
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9.00 am to 5.00 pm
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MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

The 1967 Flowers Rally
By John McIntosh

Early 1967 and the BMC Competitions Department were riding at the peak 
of their success. 1966 had been marked by a number of notable protests but 

Abingdon continued to score highly throughout the year. By 1967 the Mk1 Mini 
Cooper 1275 S in Group 2 guise had been honed by the intensive development 
and use of the preceding years and had become the mainstay of the BMC 
Competitions team. 

Hydrolastic suspension had evolved to an advanced stage such that the 
Comps Dept had the choice of a variety of set ups. Their use of additional 
strengthening to the cars was also very skilfully done, and particularly that kept 
hidden from view. The1293cc engines and straight-cut close ratio gearboxes 
were built with great attention to detail and, as a result, were generally very 
reliable, as were the advanced (for the day) complicated electrical set ups. 

BMC’s partnership with Dunlop was producing an excellent range of tyre 
alternatives to fit onto the now standard use magnesium Minilites. The Minis 
weren’t as dominant as they were in 1965 but, in the main, were still keeping the 
Works Lancias, Renaults, Porches and Lotus Cortinas at bay, whilst the Twin-
Cam Escort was just a nasty rumour at the time! Rauno’s win on the 1967 Monte 
had provided sweet revenge for 1966’s disqualifications, after which the team 
split into two with Makinen/Easter and Aaltonen/Liddon being sent off to frozen 
Sweden, whilst Hopkirk/Crellin and Fall/Wood returned to the snowy Southern 
Alps for the 7th Rallye dei Fiori.

The end of 1966 had seen the Comps Dept prepare a batch of new cars for the 
1967 Monte Carlo - the LBL 6D series. Following the event, the Monte cars 
needed rebuilding, so three of the ‘66 RAC Rally cars: JBL 495D, JMO 969D 
and GRX 195D were rolled out for the Swedish and the Flowers Rallies. Well, 
two of them in reality, since JBL 495D had been significantly damaged on the 
RAC, so was reborn, again. This still left them one short, so over December 
1966 and January 1967 another new LBL series Group 2 car was built by 

Paddy Hopkirk & Ron Crellin before the start
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MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Comps mechanic Robin Vokins for Paddy Hopkirk and Ron Crellin. 
This was LBL 590E.

San Remo sits on the Riviera just over the border from Monte Carlo. 
As both were coastal resorts they used the Alps rising up behind 
them to provide the venues for their rallies. The 1967 Flowers was 
a 31 hour rally covering some 1,500km mainly on minor roads and 
twisting tracks. The BMC crews only had a short break after the 
Monte before going back down to the Alps to recce for this next 
rally but, frustratingly, then couldn’t do much because the snow was 
so heavy. The reports published immediately after the event show 
that most of the event was a close battle with Jean-François Piot & 
Nicolas Roure in a 1293cc Renault R8 Gordini having an advantage 
until around the half-way stage when Hopkirk/Liddon got in front by 
a small margin that they managed to hold right until the final stage, 
when Hopkirk lost 2.5 minutes and the rally. Those reports weren’t 
clear about why, mention was made of a broken fan belt and also 
clutch trouble.

One man became particularly suspicious. John Davenport was Ove 
Andersson’s co-driver in a Works Lancia Fulvia. They were a young 
and ambitious crew and doing well. They’d achieved 7th on the 
1966 RAC, behind 3 Minis; and, so frustratingly had nearly won the 
Monte. They were even congratulated by Stuart Turner as winners 
at the finish, to then find out when all the time cards were in that 
they’d lost by only 13 seconds - to a Works Mini. So, here they 
found themselves in 3rd position, yet again behind a Works Mini, 
and something seemed fishy. However, nothing was proved and 
the results were confirmed. Davenport hinted at the mysterious 
circumstances in an Autosport article. Paddy responded a week 
later admitting that he’d broken a drive coupling, had a push from 
a lorry and Dougie Watts had effected a temporary repair, “warning 
us that starting from rest might break it again although it would hold 
together provided we didn’t put too much torque through it in normal 
running”. He added “there were a couple of level bits where we 
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A BMC Comps Vanden Plas Princess R service barge

Tony Fall tows Paddy Hopkirk away from the finish

Ron Crellin with the “evidence”!
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slowed, resulting in a minor collision from the 
car behind”.

Bill Price, in his excellent book BMC/BL 
Competitions Department adds a different 
emphasis saying that “it was obvious that to 
change the shaft would put them right out 
of the results; Paddy suggested that Doug 
should push the Mini with the Vanden Plas 
service car”. Peter Browning, in his iconic 
Works Minis book, gives us the benefit of 
his view from the passenger seat of the 
service barge. “Ron Crellin was worried about 
the time and continually encouraged us to 
go faster, Doug drove the big heavy car like a 
demon, down through the hairpins, although 
Paddy had a more alarming ride with no power 
to control the free-wheeling Mini. On many 
steep stretches he was able to run away from 
the lumbering Princess and then we would 
meet up again with a resounding crunch 
which would propel the little Mini onwards….
Doug did a magnificent job in nudging the 
Mini through the jams. Not even the traffic 
policemen waving the Rally cars through really 
appreciated what was going on”.

For years there was a question about how 
damaged the car was by Dougie Watt’s 
‘nudges’ and, interestingly, a couple of 
pictures have only recently appeared on 
the internet showing Ron Crellin at the A clean rear end showing crunched boot lid and bumper but minimal damage to the body shell

LBL590E’s unusual badge arrangement
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back of the car immediately after the rally 
and a couple of shots of it washed off that 
night ready to return home. (Apologies 
that they are not the best of quality, if any 
reader can help me track down the originals 
that’d be much appreciated). They show 
a very crunched boot lid and bumper but 
not much damage to the shell itself, nothing 
beyond the skills of an able panel beater. 
Another query solved by a photo was 
the provenance of the boot lid. As can be 
seen from the modern photo, LBL 590E 
is an Austin, and although sporting Austin 
Cooper in script, it is missing the large 
italic S and instead having a small centrally 
mounted Morris S badge. The Flowers rally 
shots don’t show this but then Mike Wood 
produced a shot that he took in December 
1967 on the Monte Recce and there clearly 
is the same unique configuration, clearly 
reused from a Morris Works car that no 
longer needed its boot lid! Another photo 
shows the same boot lid on the car earlier 
during the 1967 Acropolis.

LBL 590E went on to be used by the Comps 
Dept for the rest of 1967 as recce, practice 
and press car. In 1968 it was then passed 
over to David Friswell as part of a package 
to allow him to enter a series of rallies in 
1968 as an Abingdon-supported entrant – 
but that’s another story!

John McIntosh

Paddy Hopkirk with John McIntosh at Beaulieu circa 2001

Mike Wood’s photo of 590E on the Dec 1967 Monte recce 
showing the same boot lid 50 years earlier



Memories of Downton - Part two
By Steve Harris
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Dateline1975 - During my last year at Downton Engineering, I was 
competing in Mini Miglia racing using an inclined valve cylinder head 

and inlet ports with a newly developed steel fabricated inlet manifold in 
order to take a single 45 DCOE Weber carburettor. This gave me the 
edge over other competitors and to win races resulting in my finishing 
2nd in the Miglia Championship. I was also the last person to race a 
Downton Works supported car.

1976 - Ian Briggs of Ian Briggs Racing and I teamed up to campaign 
with Mini Miglias. He built the cars while I built the engines. Ian also 
prepared a lightweight Mini for me so I could contend the BRSCC 
(SW) Saloon Car Championship. Ian concentrated on the Miglia 
Challenge that year, and so, I also did several of these events. But I had 
set my mind on winning the BRSCC (SW) Saloon Car Championship 
taking in the Llandow and Castle Combe Circuits. Ian finished second 
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Steve Harris takes swift action to avoid the 
'flying' Malcome Leggate at Castle Combe

Steve Harris leading a pack of GT's in his own

Graham Hills wife Betty presents 
Steve Harris with a trophy

Steve holds back Brian Prebble in his 
rapid Hartwell prepared Imp
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in his championship and sadly he just lost out 
winning it by a flag incident at Lydden Hill. 
However, I did achieve my goal of winning 
the Saloon Car Championship ahead of the 
likes of Brian Prebble in his rapid Hartwell 
prepared Hillman Imp.

March 1976 - Brenda and I finally tied the 
knot and on our short honeymoon visited 
Snetterton Racing Circuit and watched the 
Mini 1275 GT racing. I thought this would tick 
another box for me so upon our return home 
Brenda allowed me to purchase a 1275GT of 
my own and preparation started in earnest 
to make it ready for competition. My first 
outing driving NRU 254M was at Castle 
Combe which proved to be pretty hectic, 

Nicky Porter’s very successful Downton 
Cooper S displaying some of the awards he 
has achieved with his car BCJ 700B

1976 Llandow 1300cc special saloon Steve comes 1st in class and 1st overall

Jack Daniels in his well known car CPJ 139B at Brands Hatch – 
note dressed with collar and tie



particularly when I had to take swift avoiding 
action from the flying Malcolm Leggate as 
the photo shows. As I did not compete in the 
full championship I was pleased to finish 4th 
at the end of the season. Graham Hill’s wife, 
Betty presented the end of year awards.

1978 - I sponsored Jerry Hampshire in the 
1275 GTs supplying him with an engine and he 
won the Championship.

1979 – I built a new 1275 GT ready for the 
1980 season and I took the title driving against 
some of the top names in Mini Racing. I really 
enjoyed the very competitive racing alongside 
the likes of Steve Soper, Peter Baldwin, 
Paul Taft, Patrick Watts, Chris Lewis, John 
Bradburn, Jerry Hampshire, David DaCosta to 
name but a few. 

I built the engines for all three of the Minis at 
the DEWS Downton Classic Car Show (see 
photo opposite) and have been lucky enough to 
have looked after the two red cars since then.

Both Dr Blacklidge and Nicky Porter were 
personal friends of the Richmonds.

Steve Harris

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES
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Three Downton cars lined up at the DEWS Downton Classic Show L – R Nicky Porter, 
Richmond’s Mini UHR 850 (now at Gaydon Motor Museum) Dr David Blacklidge Cooper S

Jack Daniels with his race car at Brands in Feb 1977

Steve in action in his Downton supported race Mini

Daniel Richmond stood alongside the Downton 
A35 van giving driver Janos Odor advice (!) 
where he went on to take class honours
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50 years of motoring
By Steve Burkinshaw

December 19th 1966 is a date I’ll always remember as it was the 
day I passed my driving test. As far back as I can remember, I 

was always mad-keen on cars. I was just ten years old when I bought 
my first Dinky toy, appropriately a Mini soon after its launch. My 
first driving lesson aged thirteen, was up and down a farm track in 
Rickmansworth owned by a friend of my father’s. His son, about the 
same age as me, had the use of a fibre-glass car, possibly a Rochdale 
or Fairthorpe to practice with and I was delighted to have had 
some lessons in it. Over the next four years I was allowed to drive 
my father’s Renault 8 on other private land which helped me with 
three-point turns and parking practice……I still clearly remember 
adding a scrape to the nearside rear door when I turned left down 
a narrow entrance - my father was not impressed! To some extent 
I made up for the cost of repairing his car as I cleaned it and others 
over many years.

Roll on to October 1966 and John Clarke, our business manager, 
whom my father had taught to drive ten years earlier, was sat in our 
company van with L-plates attached, as I took a ten minute drive out 
on the open road with John by my side. What a great feeling it was 
after waiting for four years. As a Scout, or Boy Scout, as we were 
then called, I gained more experience from regular visits to Chalfont 
Heights Scout Camp, in Denham, Bucks. Older Venture Scouts and 
leaders with full licenses were always available to accompany me on 
these fifty mile round drives which were supplemented by a retired 
police driver who ran a driving school. Peter Trilsbach, gave me six 

lessons and one more on the morning of my test. The lessons were 
£1.00 per hour and the test cost £1.50, total cost: £8.50! Which 
equates to 1.5 gallons in today’s money. A gallon (approx 4.5 litres) 
of petrol in 1966 was 5 shillings which is 25p, a little extra if you 
wanted 101 octane to include lots of lead, just imagine how well our 
tuned-up old Coopers would go on that mixture.

I had the use of company vans for the next eighteen months until 
I spotted a 1961 Morris Mini 850 advertised in the Exchange and 
Mart for £115. I was impressed by the non-standard colour it was 
painted; British Racing green but not the bright yellow roof. The 
front bumper and support flange had been removed; a Courbeau 
Equipe driver’s seat had replaced the original one and smart 
chrome wheel embellishers were fitted in the same style as Vanden 
Plas1100/1300. Within the first couple of weeks of ownership, one 
of the universal joints collapsed which started me on a treadmill I’ve 
not shaken off.

Despite the ease and comfort of modern cars I have never forgotten my 
early days of motoring. And driving classic Mini Coopers is a constant 
reminder of how proper driving is a skill that requires concentration and 
above all patience! 

Happy motoring.

Steve Burkinshaw
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My first car 6938 UM



What do you do with yours?
By Malcolm Francis
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Ok. You own a classic/modern Mini? Why? And what do you do with it? Don’t turn the page, 
read on and see if you could be having fun in an inexpensive form of motorsport!

In the 1990s I had a much loved 1985 Mini City E which, over the years, gained an MG Metro 
engine, Recaro bucket seats, adjustaride suspension, adjustable dampers and 12” alloy wheels. I 
even went so far as obtaining a National B restricted licence from the MSA, but I never ventured 
further with thoughts of actually participating in any motor sport events. I did however, attend the 
first London and Surrey Mini Owners Club track day at Goodwood and two MiniWorld Action 
days at Castle Combe. (The last one in 1999 resulting in the big ends failing at the first chicane!)

Moving on 13 years to 2012, I was finally in the position of being able to afford my lifelong 
ambition - acquiring a 1971 Mk III Austin Cooper S, completely standard apart from dry 
suspension and a new bodyshell. I had the engine and gearbox rebuilt by Slark Race Engineering, 
which included the following work; +.060 pistons, SW5 cam, lightened this and that, straight cut 
transfer gears, twin 1.5” SUs and a 1:1 final drive.

Following suspension tweaks front and rear I felt I really ought to do more than drive it here there 
and everywhere attending local shows. As chance would have it in 2013 I met up with Steven 
Harris who was establishing a Wiltshire region of the Mini Cooper Register and through him and 

his wife Brenda, I heard about the Downton 
Engineering Works Social Club (DEWS). In 
2010 the club had initiated the DEWS Speed 
Championship, run under MSA regulations and 
which catered for many different classes of 
car, but with certain classes for standard and 
modified A/A+ series engines.

The championship ran at meetings throughout 
the UK, events being organised by ‘host’clubs 
in which DEWS were invited to run their 
own series. These events comprised of 
either speed hillclimbs (e.g. Gurston Down, 
Wiscombe, Harewood) or sprint circuit events 
(e.g Goodwood, Clay Pigeon, Llandow).

It all sounded great, but having been involved 
over the years with both competitive kart 
racing and Mini 7 racing, I could just see a huge 
£’s and pence sign on the horizon! However, 
the Harris’ soon put my mind at rest and the 
explanation of what one needed in order to 
take part all sounded (and is) very simple.

The DEWS speed series includes a Clubman 
Championship, where results from only 5 
events count, the only criteria being that there 
must be both circuit and hillclimbs included in 
the 5 qualifying rounds.

The reason I take part is not because I have 
thoughts that I can beat everyone else, but 
that I can compete against myself in trying 
to improve my previous time at each venue. 
In this way I keep my costs down and my 
enthusiasm up. In any form of motorsport 
being competitive means invariably spending 
money, and this is not what I am about!

As explained by the Harris’ below is a list of 
what you need to join in the fun:
• A car! It doesn’t have to be a Mini/MINI – 

there are classes for all types and engine sizes.
• MSA National B restricted licence (no 

medical needed)
• FIA compliant overalls and gloves (can be 

bought 2nd hand from auction sites but 
make sure it’s in date)

• Snell/FIA compliant helmet (I don’t recommend 
2nd hand and HANS device is optional)

• Sealed front and rear bulkheads (achieved 
with fire resistant sealant and metal 
covering across rear parcel shelf)

• Battery earth lead identified with yellow 
tape / shrink wrap.

• Stickers showing location of ignition switch 
and direction for on/off.

• For road going class – current MOT and 
Insurance certificates.

• You can run standard seats and lap/diagonal 
seat belts.

• Entry fees range from £75 to £150 depending 
mostly on whether it’s a one or two day event.

After dabbling with some events in 2014 and 
2015 I decided the S was a bit too valuable 
to risk as I got slightly braver, and so, as I had 
a 1989 Racing Green as well, I handed this 
over to Steve Harris for an engine/gearbox/
suspension ‘sort out’.
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Steve Harris about to run it in April 2016

Green Pea with Malcolm Charmouth Sept 2016
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I run in the standard production class for A/
A+ series engines up to 1400 cc. I have to 
run with all interior trim in place except for 
carpets. Although it adds weight (where as 
much lightening as allowed is the target) I have 
added an FIA compliant rear roll cage for my 
own peace of mind (and somewhere to hang 
the Go-Pro camera). I run 10” x 6 J Revolution 
alloys with Yokohama A032R soft compound 
tyres, Cooper S discs and calipers, adjustable 
tie rods and lower arms, Spax dampers and 
adjustable rear camber/toe in brackets with 
HiLo’s, FIA compliant Sparco sprint seats and 
TRS 4 – point harness (again for my own peace 
of mind as not compulsory).

Steve Harris has rebuilt the engine with speed 
events in mind - +.060 pistons, ‘S’ conrods 
and crankshaft, modified Mighty Mini head, 1:5 
roller rockers, twin 1.5” SU’s, Harris special 
clutch (!) straight cut drop gears, straight 
cut clubman gearbox, Quaife limited slip 
differential and 3.76 :11 final drive. It produces 
105 bhp at the flywheel and needless to say it 
goes rather very nicely thank you.

I drive the car to and from events as my 
modern MINI Cooper does not have the 
towing capacity for a loaded car trailer. So far I 
have managed to stay with friends near event 
venues, thus keeping the costs down. For 
2017 I have bought a tent (for £12 – if wet in 
the village hall!)

Using Green Pea, as the car is affectionately 
known, I finished the 2016 season 3rd in class 
and 3rd in the Mini Cooper Register supported 
championship. I am extremely pleased to 
have something to show for my own personal 
ambitions to at least achieve something motor 
sport related, with very little outlay other than 
the work to the car.

Looking forward to the 2017 season, it 
would be great to see more competitors in 
the DEWS club Speed Championship, and 
as I have said you don’t have to have a Mini. 
There are other entries ranging from Vauxhall 
Corsa, to Caterham, Davrian, Renault Clio 
and Cox GTM. It would be really good to see 
a modern MINI or two joining in. Details and 
2017 registration forms can be found on www. 
dewsc. org.uk or email downton@live.co.uk.

The DEWS Speed Championship is not the 
only series running, and those clubs which 
invite DEWS to participate have their own 
classes and championships. Indeed, because 
Gurston Down is very local for me I also run 
in the BARC SW speed series which adds 
another 5 or 6 dates to my schedule. Other 
motor clubs holding events sanctioned by 
the MSA include Brighton and Hove, Bristol 
Pegasus, Woolbridge and District, Wiscombe 
and Bournemouth.

However, the DEWS Speed Championship 
does cater for both standard and modified 
Minis – current participants run super charged, 
turbo charged and Honda engined cars in 
other classes. At present there is only one A/
A+ engine car running in the up to 1275 class 
and no modern MINIs at all.

So, what are you waiting for, come on, give it a go!

Malcolm Francis
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Green Pea in action at Gurston

Green Pea at the Start line

APPI at Gurston



Youth Co-ordinator − Sarah Voss
Planning is well underway for the Peak 

District touring assembly 2017! 

Feedback from the members’ survey 
we undertook indicated that there was 
sufficient interest to run an inexpensive 
event with basic accommodation. I 
realise this isn’t to everyone’s taste, but 
the aim here is to add to the already 
brilliant calendar the club provides to 
ensure there’s something for every 
budget. We will start with a run in the 
Peak District and which, hopefully, 

is accessible and reasonably central to a lot of people. Everybody is 
welcome, and there are certainly no age restrictions on the event! 
There have been a couple of requests to provide an alternative hotel 
placement for the overnight stop. There are local bed and breakfasts in 
the area, and if anybody wants to join the run and organise their own 
accommodation please let me know. 

We will be running the event on the weekend of 21st and 22nd 
October, in order to take a bit of pressure off events attendance in 
the summer. The overnight stay will be in (high quality!) bunkhouse 
accommodation, which provides all bedding etc. and, more importantly, 
is inside in the warm! The stop is part of an award-winning pub 
complex (subject to finalisation), so there will be a relaxed atmosphere 
for people to get to know each other. Feel free to have a look at www.
peakpub.com. I am expecting to offer places for 15 cars based on two 
people per car, but there will be room for a couple of cars with more 
passengers on a first come first served basis. 

I anticipate the price being no more than £50 per person– final price to 
be confirmed based on numbers. This will include dinner on Saturday, 
and breakfast and lunch on Sunday. I’d like to request expressions of 
interest. So, email youthcoordinator@minicooper.org by 28th February 
and I will send further information and request a small deposit. Places 
will be allocated on a first come first served basis. 

Something I did learn from the survey is that we definitely have 
members without Minis/MINIs who want to participate in road events. 
I’m certainly happy to try to match people up to cars with no navigator 
and vice versa. Please let me know in your email and I will endeavour to 
match drivers and navigators. 

In the future I hope to be able to organise a ‘budget’ run each year, 
which will move around the country – making sure at some point 
everyone is nearby!

Finally, as I write this I have just closed the membership survey. I am 
very appreciative to you all for taking the time to complete it, and I’ve 
had 327 responses. This is more than I had hoped for, and represents 
a useful percentage of the membership. I am currently putting a 
document together presenting the results and some suggestions for the 
upcoming committee meeting. After the meeting, I’ll publish a report 
that will be available for the membership to read.

Looking forward to meeting some members at some events soon – the 
summer is nearly here!

Sarah Voss

What I hope the Peaks will look something like if the weather is kind! 
A lovely shot of the variety of cars on 2015’s Minis To Ireland.
(Malcolm Voss)
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Brian Culcheth is patron to the show and is looking for a collection of 
rally cars for this year’s event. Historic rally cars are of interest and, 
of course, Ex-works cars in particular.  

To see a preview of last year’s show go to:  
www.classicsatthecastle.co.uk

If you would like to take part please contact Brian for further details:
Tel: 01643 863275 Mobile: 07837185254 Email: bculcheth@aol.com

The Sherborne Classic Car Show,  
Dorset 15-16th July 2017
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Book Review − Christabel Carlisle ‘Mini Virtuoso’ 
By Robert Young

This soft bound 114 page book will no doubt be devoured by racing 
enthusiasts, passionate about saloon car racing in the early 60s and 

particularly those who follow the short but successful racing career of 
Christabel Carlisle.

The book covers the entire race and rallying record of Christabel from 
her start in club rallying in 1960, which quickly changed to saloon car 
racing in her familiar red Mini CMC 77, right through to her final race at 
the Silverstone Grand Prix meeting in 1963.

The text has been largely written by Pablo Raybould, with occasional 
inputs from Christabel to add more. Her words are a delight to read. 
Much of the text has been culled from contemporary race reports 
from the relevant motoring press, no doubt lifted from her scrap book, 
and interleafed within relevant race reviews. However, this does make 
the reading rather brief at times and sometimes difficult to follow. 
Nevertheless, the flavour of the times comes across loud and clear where 
Christabel stormed onto the race circuits and quickly showed a clean 
pair of heals to most competitors. With her car largely looked after by 
Don Moore, their sole aim was inevitably to try and out run the Works 
Coopers of the day, and this she managed to do on numerous occasions.

The book is accompanied by many photos some of which have not 
been seen before. The book also chronicles her entire career, listing 
each and every race result. We are also treated to a nice chapter 
about Christabel’s many achievements after motorsport, especially 
the long distance walks that she has undertaken over the years.

The book is a must have read for those interested in period racing and a 
fine tribute to an amazing lady racing driver. 

Christabel Carlisle  
‘Mini Virtuoso’
By Pablo Raybould 
with Christabel 
Carlisle

Available from 
pabloraybould@
blueyonder.co.uk
ISBN:  
978-1-68418-983-0
£20.00 plus £3.50 
p&p (£7.10 Europe)

Robert Young



TECHNICAL TOPICS − 
By Richard Pengelly

At the end of part 2 of my articles on tyre age I mentioned that I would be contacting the 
Department of Transport to see if, in the light of comments made by tyre manufacturers, 

they had any more to say on the matter. I also enquired if they would extend their current 
guidance that tyres should not be more than 10 years old on the steering wheels of Public Service 
Vehicles (PSVs) to passenger cars.

Since lodging my enquiry via my MP, we had a general election, my MP changed and the 
VW emissions scandal broke, all of which sent my enquiry down to the bottom of the pile. 
However, I did eventually receive a reply from Andrew Jones MP Parliamentary Under 
Secretary of State at the Department of Transport.

Whilst they recognised my concerns on tyre age they felt that their evidence showed that 
the number of personnel injury accidents due to illegal, defective or under inflated tyres 
was steady at 1%. On this basis, although they would continue to check and monitor 
PSVs, they felt that there was no justification to extend additional monitoring of passenger 
car tyre age.

However, although accidents attributed to tyre problems have been steady at 1% of all 
reported accidents, this did not stop the DoT issuing guidance for PSV vehicles following 
the September 2012 Hindhead bus crash. This leads me to believe that the 1% of notified 
personnel accident statistic only tells part of the story. The government web site referred 
to by Andrew Jones is https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/ras50-
contributory-factors

For those who have not seen the DoT guidance it is as follows:

''Guidance on the use of older tyres on buses and coaches. In September 2012, a coach crashed on the 
A3 due to loss of control following a blow-out. Three people lost their lives and others were seriously 
injured. The coroner concluded that the catastrophic failure of the left front tyre was the result of 
deterioration due to its age. It was also noted that there were no obvious signs of tyre defects prior to 
the incident. 

As a precaution, the Department for Transport strongly recommends that tyres over 10 years old 
should not be fitted to the front axles of buses and coaches. Such tyres should be fitted only to the rear 
axles of vehicles as part of a twin tyre combination. 

Determining tyre age. 
Finding out how old your tyres are is simple, as tyres manufactured after the year 2000 have 
a four digit code with the first two digits representing the week of manufacture and third and 
fourth digits representing the year. 

Tyres manufactured before the year 2000 have a three digit code with the first two digits 
representing the week of manufacture and third digit representing the year. So 258 means week 
25 of 1998. 

Tyres Part 4 - Tyre age - what the 
Department of Transport say

If you are not sure about the age of your tyres, 
their general condition or suitability for use, 
then seek professional guidance from your tyre 
contractor or supplier''

The Caravan Club still stick to their 
recommended 5 year life and not more 
than 7 years total usage for caravan tyres. 
They say they have statistics to back up this 
recommendation but I have not seen these 
published in a statistical format but caravan 
tyres suffer from age not wear related 
problems like classic cars.

My feeling is that the DoT tyre life 
recommendation for PSVs is a good 
guidance for classic cars, especially Minis. If 
you think about it, with front wheel drive, 
Mini tyres take the driving force as well as 
vehicle weight and cornering forces. Most 
PSVs are rear wheel driven and therefore 
their tyres are not subjected to this 
additional driving force loading. This means 
the 10 year front tyre recommendation 
should be considered as an absolute 
maximum age guideline for any front wheel 
drive car.

I have had club members come up to 
me and say they are still using 20 year 
old tyres. Well, this may be OK for small 
distances or going to the shops, but even 
for these small local journeys you are 
putting yourself and others at risk, and 
remember your tyre is your only contact 
with the road.

Whilst writing these series of articles I have 
been encouraged by the Surrey Coroner, 
Richard Travers, who kindly sent me his 
correspondence with DoT and encouraged 
me to press them for additional passenger 
car guidance. The DoT's tyre age guidance 
for PSVs was issued as a direct result of 
Richard's persistence and it represents 
the first acknowledgement by the DoT 
that age is a factor when evaluating tyre 
performance. 

Richard Pengelly ©   
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
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THE ARCHIVE − Robert Young

start practising. In a recent interview, Rauno told me that he and Henry 
Liddon spent two weeks practising the Col du Granier stage, where they 
knew that the biggest advantage could be achieved. After that Rauno 
felt that he could move on to other stages including the Col de Turini 
which was to be decisive. The BMC team's preparations went to great 
lengths to gain another win.

The event started quietly on Saturday 15th January. Dry weather over 
northern Europe made the route to Monte Carlo easy. The exception to 
this was for crews that started from Athens, including Paddy Hopkirk 
and Ron Crellin in a Works Cooper S, who met deep snow drifts in the 
Balkans and had to persuade snowploughs to open the roads for them. 
By Monday evening all but 20 of the 185 starters had got to Monte, 
including Tony Fall’s Mini which had demolished a petrol pump on the 
way down!

Drivers had to choose their first batch of eight tyres for the Common 
Run on Tuesday 18th. All the BMC drivers chose to take Dunlop SP3 
road tyres with part-studded SP44s in the car in case of worsening 
weather. For the stages the Minis had been fitted with spare wheel 
mountings in the boot and on the back seat so that eight tyres could 
be carried in the car as regulations demanded. The famous two-tyre 
roofrack was only used for the run in to Monaco to make more space 
inside the car. During the Common Run from Monte Carlo to Mont 
Ventoux and back clouds gathered and it started to snow. With snow 
over ice the stages became treacherous and front wheel drive cars 
began to dominate. The exception to this rule was the factory Porsche 
911S driven by Vic Elford and David Stone which put up fantastic times 

As I’ve not had too much of anything 
through the post of late for the 

Archive, I delved back into my own 
archive of material as I decided to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary 
of Rauno Aaltonen winning the 1967 
Monte Carlo Rally, and that I would put 
together a review of that very event. 
As it happened, once I ferreted through 
my archive material, I remembered that 
this had already been written about back 
in May 2007 in MiniWorld, where our 
own Peter Barker wrote a review of the 
1967 Monte. Rather than paraphrase the 
article, as I usually do, Peter has happily 

agreed that the article may to be reprinted in full:

Rauno's Revenge: the 1967 Monte Carlo Rally
 
BMC achieved more publicity from the disqualification of the Works Mini 
Cooper Ss from 1st, 2nd and 3rd places in the 1966 Monte Carlo Rally 
than from many outright wins. The “we was robbed” attitude was defiant, 
but it couldn’t hide the fact that victory had gone to a Works Citroen. 
For 1967 BMC were determined to triumph again, as was the only one of 
their star drivers who hadn't yet won this legendary rally. Rauno Aaltonen 
was burning to win, as Timo Makinen and Paddy Hopkirk had won 'the 
Monte' for BMC in '64 and '65 respectively. Rauno felt that 1967 had to 
be his year.

When the regulations for the 1967 Monte were published another ruse 
to disadvantage the dominant British Works teams was revealed. The 
Automobile Club of Monaco announced that private owners entering 
cars in Category 2 could only use eight tyres on each competitive 
section. Professional drivers entered in Category 2 could use as many 
tyres as they wished but had to accept a 12% handicap. Calculations 
showed that a 12% loss would make it impossible for a car to win. BMC 
Competitions Manager, the wily Stuart Turner, thought about selling 
Works cars to his professional drivers to enter privately but it wasn't 
likely that the ACM would accept this blatant bit of gamesmanship. 
Even if the Works teams could find a way of entering Category 2, 
no-one knew whether a powerful rally car could be driven for several 
hundred miles on only eight tyres. Dunlop set about testing new 
compounds for their SP44 Weathermaster rally tyre and by November 
they had a hardwearing design which would retain studs.

Five new 1275cc Mini Cooper Ss were ordered by BMC Competitions 
Dept. and prepared for rallying. They were tuned to give approximately 
95bhp in modified Group 2 specification. Drivers were allocated and 
starting points chosen. Then the ACM announced that any driver 
could enter in Category 2 and so BMC, like all the other Works teams, 
entered their drivers at the last minute. With the entries sent and the 
rally cars in build team drivers were dispatched to recce the route and 
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Paddy Hopkirk and Ron Crellin look pleased to see the harbour 
side in Monaco after their snowbound journey from Athens

Rauno Aaltonen and Henry Liddon flank the winning Mini 
Cooper S at Lydd Airport on their return from Monte Carlo

Rauno Aaltonen boards LBL 6D wearing 
appropriate dress for winter in the high Alps



been held up for 20 minutes by the accident, Rauno Aaltonen gathered 
himself and accompanied by the master co-driver, Henry Liddon, 
launched himself into a ‘do or die’ effort to win. Rauno could hardly see 
the road as everywhere was white, but he took all the bends flat out 
in fourth gear, steering and slowing the screaming Mini by use of left 
foot braking. They shot uphill and crested the snowy Col a few seconds 
down on Andersson’s Lancia. With Henry urging him on, Rauno found 
every bit of speed he could for the descent to Moulinet seeking grip 
from his special tyres. Then the Mini came to a section of ice covered 
in snow leading to a sharp bend. With no hope of taking the corner 
Rauno launched the little car off the outside of the road and crashed 
down through the woods that line the Turini steering between boulders. 
Finding the road again they landed on it, spun the car round and carried 
on to complete one of the most dramatic recoveries in rally history.

and was in the lead on the return to Monte Carlo. Works Minis were 
scattered throughout the top 10 with Hopkirk/Crellin leading Makinen/
Easter and Aaltonen/Liddon. Rauno Aaltonen's sustained practise of 
the Col du Granier stage paid off with a 10 second lead over everyone 
else. Rauno firmly maintains that he actually did the stage in 2min 
and 10secs less than the second car driven by Paddy Hopkirk, but that 
marshals at the stage finish couldn’t believe anyone had driven that 
fast over the stage and altered his timecard! When a furious Rauno 
later demanded to see his card he was told that it had “already been 
sent back to Longines (who made the timing clocks) in Geneva” thus 
preventing him proving the organiser's error.

The top 60 cars started the final section, the Mountain Circuit on 
Thursday night. A fresh batch of tyres was selected for this section and it 
was here that Rauno achieved a decisive advantage. Tyre choice amongst 
the Mini crews was once again crucial but Rauno stepped out of line and 
took four specially studded and four ordinarily studded SP44s. He had 
sat up all night in his hotel room re-studding four tyres in an asymmetric 
pattern with a portable compressor and stud gun. Banking on being able 
to handle the snow and ice on the asymmetrically studded tyres, Rauno 
and Henry Liddon set off to the Col de Turini stage knowing that they had 
not only the Porsche, but also Hopkirk and Makinen in Works Cooper Ss 
between them and victory. By the time cars returned to Levens north of 
Nice, Makinen’s Mini needed new rear brake cylinders, and Hopkirk’s 
Mini was overheating.

And then everything changed. Up the road from Levens a boulder landed 
on the road in front of Makinen’s Mini, hit the retaining wall, and 
smashed into the front of the car breaking the oil cooler and distributor. 
Makinen and Easter retired. Paddy Hopkirk’s Cooper S was losing time 
due to engine overheating plus the wrong tyre choice and that left the 
top 3 as Elford/Stone (Porsche), Aaltonen/Liddon (Mini) and Andersson/
Davenport (Lancia). 

Last stage was the Col de Turini. Elford and Stone made their run but 
the tyres on the Porsche were shot, they spun the car and lost one and 
a half minutes. Then a spectator’s car fell onto the road blocking it and 
the stage was suspended during which time snow started to fall. Having 
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Paddy Hopkirk takes one of the many 
dry hairpin bends early in the rally

Paddy Hopkirk’s driving expertise resulted 
in 6th place despite the engine overheating

Paddy Hopkirk slithers down an ice and snow covered stage

Tony Fall slides his way to 10th overall despite demolishing 
a petrol pump on the way down to Monte Carlo

Timo Makinen surveys the damage sustained on the road 
from Levens when a falling rock terminated his rally



It was tense at the finish in Monte Carlo. Andersson and Davenport in 
the Lancia seemed to have clinched it and Rauno went to bed while 
counting of stage times continued. At 2pm he was awoken to be told 
that he and Henry had done it, they had won the 36th Rallye Monte 
Carlo by 13 seconds.

This was BMC’s last victory on ‘the Monte’. Within four years the 
Competitions Department and Mini Cooper S were no more. BMC itself 
had been transformed into the giant BL and Rauno was driving for Lancia! 
But the ‘67 Monte victory still remains as a landmark and on this its 40th 
anniversary we should raise a glass to Rauno Aaltonen and the Mini Cooper 
S and say ‘Thank you’.

36th Rallye Monte Carlo 1967 - Selected Results

Overall placings:

1st Rauno Aaltonen/Henry Liddon  BMC Mini Cooper S
2nd Ove Andersson/John Davenport  Lancia Fulvia HF
3rd Vic Elford/David Stone  Porsche 911S
6th Paddy Hopkirk/Ron Crellin  BMC Mini Cooper S
10th Tony Fall/Raymond Joss  BMC Mini Cooper S
15th Simo Lampinen/Mike Wood  BMC Mini Cooper S
41st Timo Makinen/Paul Easter  BMC Mini Cooper S

Cat1, Gp1, 1001-1600cc class placing
1st(74tho/a) David Friswell/Tony Nash  BMC Mini Cooper S
 
Copyright Peter Barker 2006

Robert Young

FORUM PHOTO COMPETITION Winner

As Ministwo is on holiday at the 
moment and is unable to log on 
to the forum, he has asked me 
to announce the winner, which 
is Roli's Spitfire photo of Sue 
waiting to climb into a spitfire for 
a flight which Roli bought for her 
birthday...she didnt know it was 
going to be in a Spitfire!

Well done and over to you Roli!

LorraineLH
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Simo Lampinen and Mike Wood pass classic 
Monte scenery on their way to 15th position
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The Chobham ADO50 / 997cc Cooper’s 
press unveiling continues on from January’s 

CooperWorld...

As has already been mentioned in previous parts 
of these features, the whole ADO50 process of 
getting the car developed and to production was 
easier said than done. As such, it must have given 
a few people within BMC the odd headache 
or some additional blood pressure during their 
daily work routines. There's a certain amount 
of likelihood this was still the case for those 
involved with readying cars for Chobham. In 
mid-June 1961 there had been a BMC policy 
meeting, that afterwards required Works 
manager, Bill Davis to contact Group Controller 
of Stock, T G Bradley letting him know that the 
decision had been made “that ‘it was essential’ 
for 50 Morris and 50 Austin cars to be supplied for 
this event, including some left-hand drive models to 
cater for the foreign press.” That, I dare say was 
the easy bit. Getting that many 997 produced 
was akin to pie in the sky though.

History tells us that Alec Issigonis played a front 
and centre role at this event and some of the 
planning, with Davis letting Bradley know he was 
to contact Issi. “As I understand the arrangements 
for this demonstration are being made by Mr 
Issigonis will you please make contact with him for 
the necessary information?” Ultimately, as was 
quickly proven, building 50 of each version in the 
time allocated was, indeed, a way too optimistic 
achievement and 5 of each is what was settled 
upon. However, only 5 Austin Seven Cooper’s 
and 2 Morris Mini-Cooper’s (using their clumsy 
original names) were built on 11th July 1961 – 
that first day of production.  
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OLD STUFF − Stephen DaltonCOOPER

The motoring press had a 'Super' day at Chobham too. Some started with the Super 
before they could lay their hands on the Cooper

I’ve never found it that easy to remove the one-piece hubcaps, but they found out how at Chobham! 
Prototype ADO50 ‘126 LWL’ ready for another on-track hiding. Might have been running a tad hot too!

A task that had been made more onerous by virtue of the Super and Cooper ranges set to 
have new duotone paintwork (in most cases) and interior styling developed in conjunction 
with Issigonis’ friend and pre-war lady racer, Kay Petre - BMC colour consultant at that 
time. Given the nature of the event, ideally, they needed to have one of each colour scheme 
on hand at Chobham for demonstration of the new hues.

There is some conjecture (well in my mind) surrounding the exact colours of the first 
batch, but if I’m somewhere near the right path, those first seven 997cc Coopers 
can be broken down into; 3 painted Tartan red (2 with black roofs) and one each for 
Almond green/Dove grey; Fiesta yellow/OEW; Smoke grey/OEW and Surf blue/OEW 
- the (then) missing link being OEW/Dove grey. Two of those adorned with the Dove 
grey roof were, indeed, short lived colour schemes, although that was certainly how 
things were intended early on. The first ‘Austin Super Seven - 850 and Cooper Models 



Salesman’s Data (Guide)’ Publication no. 2029 
quotes them. The slightly later replacement roof 
colours were, of course, OEW with Almond green 
and black with OEW. They became the staple diet 
of Mini Cooper and Cooper S production for years 
to follow. 

With the limited availability of cars for Chobham 
there was some prototype ADO50 thrown in the 
mix to raise the numbers. Although it still meant 
that the press gathered had to be patient for their 
initial 3 lap stint in the new sporting version at 
Chobham. Many would have started their driving 
experience in a very similar looking new Super, but 
without the 'punch' of the 997cc Cooper they were 
all wanting to explore. And they weren’t the only 
ones wanting to do that...

Apparently there was as many as 27 high profile or up 
and coming racing drivers that had some involvement 
throughout the release. As it currently stands I can 
identify 16 at Chobham. They include – Jack Brabham 
and Bruce McLaren – both still the Works Cooper 
drivers in 1961 and Ian Burgess – who still worked 
for Cooper’s at that time too, but drove for privateer 
Cooper and Lotus teams around that time. More 
from the F1 grids included Jo Bonnier, Jack Fairman, 
Ron Flockhart, Dan Gurney, Graham Hill, Phil Hill, 
Innes Ireland, Stirling Moss, Roy Salvadori and John 
Surtees – who was also an early advocate to 997cc 
Cooper ownership and Wolfgang von Trips.

A couple of other drivers present were…Mike Parkes 
– who had previously tried to race at the 1959 British 
GP but failed to qualify, he became best known during 
the 60s as a Works Ferrari driver. His Chobham 
connection was as long time family friend of ‘Issi’. 
Mike's father was Managing Director of Alvis when 
Alec worked there on an ill-fated Alvis V8 car project. 
Mike was also directly involved in the development of 
Rootes Group’s Hillman Imp. That must have made 
for some 'spy in the ranks' discussion at Chobham! 
Plus, given that there was a staged 20 car Hillman 
Imp demonstration at Silverstone just days after that 
car's release in May 1963, the Super and Cooper 
release must have left a lasting impression on how 
to get a new car noticed. The other ironies involving 
Mike Parkes are that Andreas Hackbarth, currently 
researching Mike for a biography, has access to his 
diaries and believes a note in February 1963 relates 
to him being involved in procuring the Mini for Enzo 
Ferrari. If that’s not enough, Issigonis’ god-daughter, 
Penny Dowson was Mike’s fiancée. So a small world 
it was! John Whitmore – was at the time around 
2 months off being crowned British Saloon Car 
Champion in his Mini. Leading to his 1962 Works 
997cc Cooper drives.

So, with those gifted drivers on hand, and despite the 
limited Minis present they could officially call Cooper's, 
good publicity was well and truly on the offing with 
the press keen for a story. Many were after all from 
journals where sporting cars and motor racing filled 
their weekly or monthly pages. So that meant they 
had the chance to do the Mini side of things and 
find out the latest gossip from each driver on what 
they were up to. All in an era well before the team 
publicist would tell them what to say. Amongst some 
of those press present, Gregor Grant and John Bolster 
from Autosport; Bill Boddy from Motor Sport; John 
Blunsden from Motor Racing and F Wilson McComb 
from BMC's own MG and Healey magazine, Safety 
Fast. Not forgetting Bernard Cahier and his SCG antics 
already discussed and Douglas Armstrong from Cars 
Illustrated. Who would also submit a Cooper Mini 
feature to Modern Motor in far off, Sydney Australia. 
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Ferrari’s Wolfgang von Trips (hat) explains his antics to fellow GP drivers at Chobham and 
no doubt why he was so keen to place an order for one. With him are Bruce McLaren, 
Jo Bonnier, Roy Salvadori and Graham Hill, he also has Alec Issigonis’ full attention. The 
unfortunate fact is that Wolfgang died tragically in an accident at the 10th September 1961 
Italian GP, Monza. Just 10 days before the Austin Seven Cooper and Morris Mini-Cooper 
finally went on sale. He was leading the F1 World Drivers’ Championship at the time. 

Sharing the pedigree at Chobham - one of the first 5 production Austin Seven Coopers 
built with a Cooper-BMC FJ T56

The essence, of all these authoritative chaps being at the release and with some having 
prior, or post Chobham extended access to the cars before the public release, was 
that they would be writing copy for enthusiastic readers already keen on performance 
motoring. In some instances enough to convince those enthusiasts’ to aspire towards 
Cooper Mini ownership. Budget pending of course! That essentially equates to free 
advertising for BMC even if it meant risking their small stable of Cooper Minis on track 
at Chobham.

The risk factor becoming a minor consideration as BMC weren’t about to let the 
opportunity go to waste with six high profile drivers invited to take part in a 3 lap 
‘demonstration’ of the cars. It was quickly dubbed the 'Grand Prix of Chobham' with 
Jo Bonnier, Ian Burgess, Graham Hill, Bruce McLaren, Roy Salvadori and Wolfgang von 
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Trips aboard 3 Austin and 3 Morris cars to show 
what the new 997cc Cooper Minis were capable 
of with professional drivers aboard. Management, 
press and fellow drivers took up their vantage 
points because they knew the 'demonstration' 
would soon be a free for all with the poor cars 
driven flat out. They weren't disappointed with the 
show they put on. It was recorded at the time that 
Wolfgang had showed the cunning ways of a race 
driver’s mind, having tested each car to find the 
quickest. This being the case, as far as I can work 
out the car he chose was 824 DOP – the left hand 
drive prototype ADO50. 

The irony of the period press coverage relating to 
Chobham is that pieces submitted by Bernard Cahier 
and Henry Manney to their respective rival US 
magazines; Sports Car Graphic and Road & Track give 
space to some of the Chobham goings-on. After his 
BMC supplied lunch and try of the beach car, Bernard 
had this to write in the October 1961 SCG…
“After that I joined the rest of my colleagues 
to watch the Grand Prix of Chopham (spelt as 
published), three laps by the Formula 1 drivers at 
the wheels of the Austin and Mini Coopers. The 
boys seemed to be really enjoying it as they went 
screaming around corners in a bunch at some 
ridiculous speeds. One of the most enthusiastic 
spectators was Alec Issigonis, who was greatly 
savouring seeing his cars being put through their 
paces. It was a close finish with Burgess and von 
Trips crossing the finish together while behind them 
Salvadori and Bonnier came in with some tell tale 
marks of an early tangle. This was the spirited 
ending of a constructive test day and before heading 
to London I was interested to see that Bonnier and 
von Trips were busy talking to Issigonis about taking 
delivery of a new Austin Cooper themselves.” 

Henry’s November 1961 R&T piece also starts 
the early transition to naming the cars as “Cooper 
Min” (no ‘i’ included) rather than the clumsy 
official names. This of course the period where 
the ‘Cooper Mini’ moniker caught on in magazine 
features, race programmes and race reports of the 
day before the later transition to ‘Mini Cooper’ 
took over. Similarly, how early Ford marketing 
had ‘Consul Cortina developed by Lotus’ which 
transitioned to the much easier to swallow, Lotus 
Cortina. Anyway, these are part of Manney’s words 
regarding Chobham… 
“Several GP pilots like Bonnier, McLaren, Graham 
Hill, Burgess, Salvadori, and Trips were there and 
flogged the poor Mins around just to show what they 
could do. There was even a ‘demonstration’ during 
which Salvadori nerfed Bonnier, and Trips won on 
the last lap, having tried them all and picked the 
quickest. I think McLaren summed it all up when 
he said that he didn’t realize how quick the Cooper 
Min was till he got back in his own: it felt as if the 
handbrake were on.”

Of course, someone who has had a close 
association with the Mini Cooper Register, Basil 
Wales was at Chobham that day too. There in his 
role as BMC Service Ltd’s ‘Sports Car Specialist 
Service Engineer’. Perhaps he could be persuaded 
to do an honorary members feature on the Super 
and Cooper release, if he hasn’t already for the 
MCR. And if he has done so, perhaps someone can 
enlighten all of us which issue please?

Still a bit more that relates back to Chobham 
next time...

Stephen Dalton

From day one 997cc Coopers have been getting a flogging. This photo was published in Oct 61 
SCG and has Ian Burgess ahead of Wolfgang von Trips and Graham Hill on track at Chobham

Even Castrol’s advert placed in various magazines upon the September 997cc Cooper 
public release had photos from Chobham
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Thousands of parts for YOUR car
FUEL + CARBS

Part Description  Price 

AUF214Z S&M FUEL PUMP 63-74  £51.30 

AZX1818 MINI FUEL PUMP 69-91  £35.82 

XNB10007 MINI DUEL SENDER 58-96 CARB MODEL  £15.60 

XNB100380 MINI INJ FUEL SENDER 96>  £27.30 

AAU8340 MINI FUEL SENDER TANK MINI VAN/ESTATE/PICKUP  £24.30 

14A7057 MINI FUEL NECK GROMMET 58-97  £3.90 

GGT101 2-1/2INCH HUEL HOSE  £1.92 

PANELS

ALA5660 MINI A POST 69> GENUINE  £21.60 

BMP454 MINI RH FRONT WING  £99.00 

ABD36004 MINI RH FRONT FLITCH INN 76-89  £199.80 

CZH455 MINI MKII BONNET 70-96  £174.00 

BMD36001 MINI BOOT LID 90>  £198.00 

BMP343 MINI MKIV COMPLETE BODYSHELL 76-89 (TO ORDER ONLY)  £6,858.00 

HMP441016 MINI BOOT FLOOR & BATTERY BOX 59> ALL MODELS  £225.60 

BRAKES

13H5541 MINI HANDBRAKE GRIP  £1.74 

1G5999 RETURN SPRING PEDAL  £2.34 

FAM8356 HANDBRAKE LEVER GRIP LATE MINI  £5.10 

GDB105 BRAKE DRUM MINI 850-1000  £14.10 

GDB106 BRAKE DRUM MINI COOPER MK1/2 COOPER S  £14.70 

GBS733 MINIFRONT BRAKE SHOES  £12.30 

GBH170 MINI FRONT BRAKE HOSE MINI 67-84 DRUM(  £5.10 

GPR104A MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) >76(2REQ)MINI 76>  £1.17 

GPR107A MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) MINI 76-90  £1.02 

SZU10001 MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) 90>  £2.34 

CLUTCH

13H2934 MINI FLYWHEEL OIL SEAL  £2.34 

GMC1008 MINI MASTER CYLINDER CLUTCH 59-89  £47.10 

1G5999 RETURN SPRING PEDAL 53-58/MOGGI/MINI  £2.34 

GSY118 MINI CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER 83.94  £39.30 

GSY118Z MINI CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER REPRO  £24.00 

GSY110 CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER S&M 58-66/MINI 59-83/A11/1300  £28.20 

88G508 MINI FLYWHEEL LOCKING KEY 64-85 (DIAPHRAGM)  £9.04 

COOLING

GWP132 WATER PUMP S&M 58-67/MINI SMALL IMPELLOR  £15.90 

GTS104 THERMOSTAT DEG C MGB 62-80/S&M 58-79/TR6/TR8  £4.86 

GRC110 15PSI RADIATOR CAP BV8 73-76/MID 74-79/TR7/MINI  £3.90 

12G2129 THICK FAN BLADE  £11.70 

CHS2515 THERMO STUD COVER MGA/B 55>/S&M 63-72/MINI  £1.44 

53K402 HEATER STUD TAP S&M 64-74/MOGGI 61-71/MINI  £0.72 

14A9988 MINI CABLE HEATER MINI MK1/2  £16.50 

CABLES

Part Description  Price 

14A6740 MINI BOOTLID CABLE  £2.80 

21A1202 MINI SINGLE CARB CHOKE CABLE  £16.50 

21A2329 MINI CHOKE CABLE 68-87  £8.70 

24A2738 MINI HEATER CABLE 58-89  £8.70 

NAM7914 MINI CABLE THROTTLE 65  £5.10 

21A1204 MINI CABLE CHOKE TWIN CARB - COOPER/S MK1/2  £16.50 

SBF10027 MINI CABLE CHOKE 27 - MINI 87  £10.10 

ENGINE & MOUNTS

MRC1275 ROCKER VALVE COVER S&M 58-74/MINI 58>  £22.62 

12A1175 TAPPET GASKET COVER (RUBBER) MGA/B 55-80/S&M 58-74/MINI 66> MGC  £0.97 

GLP138 OIL PUMP SLOT TYPE MINI A+1300  £18.36 

12G2134 Y PIECE CONNECTION MINI 74-91/MGB 70-80/S&M 68-74  £2.70 

12G1053 ALTERNATOR BRACKET USED TO CONVERT DYNAMO/ALT FIX  £6.90 

ARA221 OIL COOLER MGB 62-75  £40.50 

22A1018 MINI ENGINE MOUNT LH (AUTOMATIC ONLY)  £10.98 

SWITCHES

21A2658 MINI RH INDICATOR SWITCH 76-84  £35.94 

13H337 SWITCH-IGNITION MINI MKII  £9.96 

13H7778 INDICATOR SWITCH AUS 11/1300 67-71/MINI MK2  £42.90 

24G1345 BARREL & KEY SWITCH  £8.10 

BAU5345 SWITCH-INDICATOR MINI  £35.40 

YUF101010 SWITCH-BRAKE CHECK MINI  £23.46 

13H6343 WIPER SWITCH MKII MINI 74-76 1SPEED  £10.02 

YUF101000 HAZARD SWITCH  76>  £12.00 

2A9129 WIPER SWITCH 57SA MINI MKI/II/MOGGI  £10.14 

YUF101030 LIGHT SWITCH MINI 76-91  £12.00 

BADGES

DAH100950MMM MINI COOPER BOOTLID BADGE MINI 2000>  £14.10 

DAH100920MMM MINI COOPER SPORT BADGE  £12.30 

24A23 BADGE -MINI COOPER MKI AUSTIN  £7.56 

14A6802 BADGE-AUSTIN MINI MKI  £7.92 

CZH2717 BADGE - LEYLAND HOUSE S&M 70-74/MGB/MINI A PANEL  £6.24 

DAB101130 BADGE-ITALIAN JOB-BONNET MINI  £28.50 

CZH1305 BADGE-FRONT MINI MK3 MINI/COOPER S  £18.90 

MANIFOLD + EXHAUSTS

GEX7046 MANIFOLD CLAMP S&M>64/MINI 63-85/MOGGI  £2.24 

GEX7081 MINI CENTRE EXHAUST MOUNT 58-96  £1.80 

GEX7661 MINI EXHAUST MOUNT MINI 5/92>/METRO MG TURBO  £3.78 

GEX7761 MINI CATALYST GASKET  £2.10 

L61 MANIFLOW LCB Y PIECE  £34.80 

LST001A MANIFLOW 1 3/4" TWIN BOX SIDE EXIT SYSTEM  £107.40 

LST001B MANIFLOW 1 3/4" TWIN BOX CENTRE EXIT SYSTEM  £107.94 



Northumberland Borders Rally – 22nd October 2016 - Part two
By Niall Cook
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After the rest break back at Vallum, the second leg of the 
event, the navigational rally, began with a leisurely run out to 

NTC1 at West Belsay, via petrol near Newcastle Airport. The first 
few sections took crews in a southerly direction back towards 
Vallum and involved map crossing, from OS map 88 (Newcastle 
upon Tyne) to 87 (Hexham & Haltwhistle), then back onto 88, 
and saw only the odd minute or two dropped. The next section 
however, from STC3 to STC4, utilised the venue for test 8, the 
grassy track at Turpin’s Hill, but in the reverse direction. This was 
followed by the ‘Bumpy Yellow Down’ at the back of Whitchester 
Farm towards the Military Road which saw greater time losses, 
notably by Harrison/Rooney. Significantly, Humphrey/Humphrey, 
who were still tied on penalties at that point with fellow front 
runners Cornthwaite/Proctor, also picked up a fail for a missed 
route check. Whilst the location of STC4 in a ‘Not As Map’ (NAM) 
location behind a hedge off the Yellow, caught out the majority of 
crews, most having to reverse back to avoid arriving at the control 
in the wrong direction.

After leaving STC4, the route then took crews up the Military Road 
for a short distance before heading down the Northside Farm 
white, used as a test venue on past events, and on to STC5 at West 
Moorhouses via Harlow Hill. Penalties on this section were again 
minimal, the exceptions being Harrison/Rooney who picked up a fail 
for a missed control, while novices, Luke and Bill Carroll, retired to 
the finish after getting lost. It was a similar story for the next section 
through to STC6 at Click ‘em in, which took in the tricky little East 
Matfen Farm Yellow. Keith Proudfoot and James Heron did however, 
spoil their fail free run up to that point by omitting to spot the two 
route checks located in NAM features off the fast Yellow north west 
of Fenwick. 

Next came a long section of relatively fast roads to STC7 just to 
the west of Capheaton that was cleaned by all but Reynolds/Lamb 
and Brent/Robinson, both of whom failed to take the opportunity 

of reducing lateness incurred earlier in the event by dropping six 
minutes to STC7. The route then headed north onto OS map 81 
(Alnwick & Morpeth) to STC8 north of Capheaton near the A696 
via the gated road to the west of the village and a couple of loops. 
Here, the slightly trickier navigation for the experts saw both 
Humphrey/Humphrey and Reynolds/Lamb in difficulty, with 6 and 
13 minutes dropped by these crews respectively, as they struggled 
to work out the correct route to the control. Browning/Fletcher, 
winners of Tynedale in 2015, also crucially picked up a fail for a 
missed route check. Another long section of very fast roads, around 
Scots Gap and Cambo to STC9 at Chesters, then followed, which 
for most was another time recovery opportunity, the exception 
being Brent/Robinson who dropped a hefty 13 minutes, as they 
struggled with the grid line navigation. 

The remaining two sections before the rest halt took in the 
excellent, but little used on events, gated road leading to Chesters 

Proctor/Cornthwaite and Humphrey/Humphrey were tied for first after leg 1 - the tests
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Only a few miles long but STC3 to STC4  
wasn't as straightforward as it looks

COMPETITION
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Position Car no Driver Club Navigator Club Class Tests Time Total Time Fails

1 1 Graeme Cornthwaite KLMC Ali Proctor H Expert 00:17:03 00:01:00 00:18:03 0

2 5 Richard Derrick MCR Robert Duley MCR Newcomer 00:18:55 00:16:00 00:34:55 0

3 2 Peter Humphrey B Douglas Humphrey B Expert 00:17:03 00:10:00 00:27:03 1

4 8 Keith Proudfoot MCR James Heron MCR Newcomer 00:19:16 00:09:00 00:28:16 2

5 9 Sally Ann Hewitt HE Mark Lewis HE Newcomer 00:25:04 00:24:00 00:49:04 3

6 7 Phillip Brent MCR Graham Robinson MCR Newcomer 00:21:33 00:36:00 00:57:33 4

Position Car no Driver Club Navigator Club Class Tests Time Total Time Fails

1 15 Dane Krupa MCR Joe Gornall MCR Novice 00:19:07 00:03:00 00:22:07 0

2 10 Chloe Browning MCR David Fletcher MCR Novice 00:19:28 00:05:00 00:25:28 1

3 13 Peter Harrison MCR Simon Rooney H Novice 00:23:40 00:24:00 00:47:40 1

4 11 Jim Drake MCR Elena Musson H Novice 00:20:34 OTL

5 14 Luke Carroll MCR Bill Carroll M Novice 00:24:04 OTL

12 David Dickinson MCR Stuart Watson MCR Novice DNS

6 Jeff Pratt MCR Alan Edwards HE Newcomer 00:22:25 00:06:00 00:28:25 0

4 Ian Guthrie HE Jonathon Webb HE Expert 00:20:19 00:03:00 00:23:19 1

3 Stephen Reynolds MCR Stuart Lamb MCR Expert 00:19:09 00:23:00 00:42:09 1
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Final standings

Key

MCR Mini Cooper Register
KLM Kirkby Lonsdale MC
H Hadrian MSC
HE Hexham MC
M Morecambe MC
W Whickham DMC
B Berwick MC

Humphrey/Humphrey ran Cornthwaite/Proctor 
close but missed a route check early on
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Farm, followed by the more familiar cattle gridded classic one 
over Plashetts to MTC4 near Colt Crag Reservoir, via STC10 
near Kirkwhelpton. These again passed largely without incident, 
although STC10 to MTC4 did mark the end of Drake/Musson’s 
excellent run up to that point, after their car expired almost 
within sight of the latter control. Fortunately however, the 
marshals on STC10 were on hand to tow it to the finish. Out 
in front at MTC4, which marked two-thirds distance for the 
Borders crews, were Cornthwaite/Proctor followed by Derrick/
Duley in second by virtue of an equally fail free run but with 
11 minutes more lateness. Meanwhile, on the Tynedale, which 
finished at that point, first timers Krupa/Gornall had put in an 
excellent performance to edge out Browning/Fletcher, with no 
fails compared to the latter crew’s one for a missed route check 
between STC7 and STC8. 

The rally then concluded by taking crews south back onto 
OS map 87 before heading north onto OS map 80 (Cheviot 
Hills & Kielder Water). This final third of the route featured 
more excellent rallying roads including the gated road through 
Thockrington, the network of Yellows between Barrasford and 
Birtley, as well as those criss-crossing the Warks Burn to the 
west of Wark. In a final flurry, it then took crews north over 
Ealinghamrigg Common to the final control, MTC6, just shy of 
Bellingham. Despite the tight and twisty nature of much of the 
roads in this area, penalties were generally light, with just the 
odd minute or two dropped and route check missed. Exceptions 
were Sally Ann Hewitt and Mark Lewis who picked up a total 
of 8 minutes of lateness between NTC13 to STC14, the tricky 
Yellow through Longlee Farm, as well as on the next section to 
STC15 at Hetherington that went over Broadpool Common and 
past Stonehaugh. 

At the finish, the Riverdale Hall Hotel in Bellingham, the 
results showed that Cornthwaite/Proctor had successfully 
held onto their lead and put in another terrific performance 
to rack up their fourth successive victory on the event. In an 
excellent second, were newcomers Derrick/Duley, while in a 
commendable third but rueing that missed route check between 
STC3 and STC4 were Humphrey/Humphrey. The second leg of 
the event is traditionally where top performances are won and 
lost; a strong showing on the tests earlier in the day being quickly 
undone by missed route checks or controls and the 2016 event 
was to be no exception. Finally, the remaining award of best Mini 
Cooper Register crew [NB not qualifying for any other award] 
went to novices Browning/Fletcher. 

The organisers’ thanks go to everyone that supported the event, 
particularly our sponsors YBracing and Vallum. Our thanks also 
to everyone that contributed to the WaterAid raffle on the night, 
which brought the total raised by the event for the charity to 
£889.27. The next running of the Borders will be on Saturday the 
18th of November when it will, once again, be a qualifying round of 
the Historic Rally Car Register Premier Rally Championship. 2017 
also marks the rally’s tenth anniversary.

Niall Cook
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Richard Derrick (middle) and Robert Duley (right) 
receive their awards from Mark Yates of YBracing
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Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Longman 1275GT sold to BMW

After much delay, the Longman 1275 
GT owned by Dave Boswell is now 
residing with BMW in Germany. BMW, 
recognising the valuable heritage that 
the Mini name gives them, have over 
the last few years started to collect 
worthy classic Minis to put into their 
collection. Clearly, the 1275GT 
that won the British Saloon Car 
Championship, in the hands of Richard 
Longman, fits their requirements very 
well. I believe that Dave also sold all 
of his Longman memorabilia, which he 
had acquired with the car, to add to 

the package which included Richard’s race suit.

I understand however that the car will not be cosseted away in 
Germany, never to be seen in the UK again. There are plans to 
send the car over to the UK to be displayed, and hopefully run, at 
suitable historic race venues and by that I assume Goodwood will be 
somewhere on the list. I’m sure BMW will ensure the car is displayed 

as much as possible and it would be good to see it and the Swiftune 
Longman 1275 GT car together at the Goodwood Members' 
Meeting this year. I believe that it may also be used up the hill at the 
Goodwood Festival of Speed. Andy Harrison tells me that he is likely 
to get these drives, so let’s see if this happens.

The car was recommissioned and prepared for sale at Andy 
Harrison's, at his AceSpeed workshop in Yorkshire. Andy has looked 
after the car for a while now and it was from here that the car 
departed to Germany. Andy of course is no stranger to dealing with 
Longman’s cars as he, until recently, owned 72 ACE. This he bought 
in 2007 and it was built by Richard Longman to do the European 
Historic Touring Car Championship in the late 90s. Andy has raced 
the car for numerous seasons quite successfully but has now sold it to 
make way for a single seater racecar, but by the generosity of the new 
owner, Andrew Jeffrey, has agreed that Andy can still race the car! 
Seems like a deal made in heaven to me.

Monte Historique

By the time that you read this, the 20th running of the Monte 
Historique will be almost over, as it runs from 25th January to 1st 
February. It has attracted a whopping 322 entries starting from six 
different cities and with routes varying from 1,000 to 2,000km. These 
will all join together at Digne Le Baines when the serious competition 
of 14 regularities begins. Heading to Monaco for the first overnight 
stop the route restarts at the crack of dawn to travel out towards 
Valance for the second overnight stop when the fearsome Ardèche 
will be tackled before returning to Monaco, where the crews prepare 
for the fantastic night loop above Monte. As always, it’s a fantastic 
challenge and with the snow and ice thrown into the mix, predicting 
a winner is never easy. Local knowledge and painstaking detailed 
recceing tend to win the day. 

Four MCR members will be taking part. The first of which is Rauno 
Aaltonen who will be celebrating the 50th anniversary of his win, in 
1967 driving LBL 6D – probably the most revered of all Works cars. 
He has been given number 177 in recognition of that win and will 
have Hans Sylvan on the maps and stop watches. I’m sure he will do 
well but in truth, it is a completely different challenge he faces from 
that found in 1967. Regularity driving is quite different from flat out 
stage driving. He will be at the wheel of a 1965 Cooper S starting 
from Bad Homburg and we wish him well.

Also starting from Germany will be Peter Moss, our Competition 
Secretary, running at number 245. Peter is a seasoned Monte 
Historique campaigner and a vastly experience navigator and should, 
if his luck holds, finish well. He will be in the hot seat, accompanying 

Robert Young

REGISTERS
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Longman car outside AceSpeed's workshops getting ready to depart

Loading onto the transporter on route to Germany

Andy Harrison in 72 ACE locking horns with Norman Grimshaw at 
Goodwood Members' Meeting
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his brother Nicholas Moss, who has lovingly restored a BMW 2002 Ti 
that competed in the Monte Carlo in period. With a car, fresh out of 
the box, it is always a risk but I’m sure they should do well.

Mike Hyrons, who owns LBL 666D, will be bravely navigating his Ex-
Works car from their start in Glasgow. He has entrusted Patrick Haley 
to take the wheel – they are at number 224. It would be great to see 
them do well, as this car too is virtually untried. Finally, we have Willy 
Cave, yet again competing on this winter classic. Willy will celebrate 
his 90th birthday on the event and is still as sharp as ever. He is a 
navigator of considerable experience and one who nearly always 
does well because he is just so good at his job. He starts with David 
Mustarde in an Alfa Romeo at number 290 from Reims.

There are twelve other Cooper Ss entered and even an Austin Taxi. 
In fact Willy Cave competed in an Austin FX3 Taxi, with racing driver 
Tony Brooks, way back in 1961 - but it’s never really about out and 
out power, more the skill of both crew members keeping to the 
prescribed average speed – which at times, if the weather is bad, 
turns out to be a flat out blind climb up the Cols. A brilliant event it 
has to be said.

JMO 969D

Once again, this car is coming up for sale – perhaps it will be 
third time lucky for the car. Now at least the guide price has been 
substantially reduced to a far more realistic £40,000 to £75,000 by 
the auction house. I feel at the lower end, it will at last find a buyer 
willing and able to take the car on. Much as I’ve been quite voluble in 
condemning this car – this is mainly because of the asking price being 

Rauno Aaltonen on his way to winning the 1967 Monte Carlo Rally 
in LBL 6D. Will he have the same fortunes in 2017?

Mike Hyrons will be using his Ex-Works car LBL 666D also trying 
to emulate the 1967 event

totally ridiculous for a car which has precious little remaining from its 
days at Abingdon. What the car does appear to have going for it is a 
continuous history. It has clearly been reshelled, but then again, the 
majority of Works cars have been. The shell perhaps was the one that 
Rob Lawrence used when he campaigned the car on Motoring News 
events – it would be nice to think it was. 

The problem remains, what do you do with the car? Do you again 
reshell it? Probably not, I’m sure the shell is sound enough from what 
I have seen in photos. Do you repaint it inside and out and hide the 
surf blue paint work. Well, maybe not. It’s part of its history now but 
certainly paint it the correct shade of red this time. As to the engine 
- well, that’s probably got to go as it’s completely wrong, especially if 
the car's build should tend towards that of a group 6 car. The inside 
could revert to its Works pattern, assuming seats can be sourced and, 
of course, it will need rewiring. The subframes, strengthened as they 
are, may not actually be Abingdon bred, as I suspect they would be 
Rob Lawrence modified for the hard use it had on Motoring News 
events. But they are still worth refurbishing and using again as they 
form part of the continual history of the car.

All of this of course beggars the question as to the cost of bringing the 
car up to, shall we say, Rob Lawrence Motoring News specification. 
Probably a sizable sum, but with Works cars now getting into six 
figure sums, and very good Cooper Ss now going north of £40,000, 
it’s easy to see that the revised price guide should at last perhaps find 
a willing buyer. We will know by the time that you read this as it goes 
under the gavel at the Autosport show on 14th January. So we may 
have more news to report on the car next month.

Robert Young

Paddy Hopkirk with a very pristine looking JMO 969D. Will the car 
at last find a deserving owner?

Cooper S Mk 1 Register
 

Following on from my mention last 
month of larger reflectors spotted on 
a couple of French Cooper Ss, one 
of my French contacts, Enguerrand 
Lecesne got in touch. Apparently, 
the standard Lucas reflector on Mk1 
Minis and various other British built 
vehicles of the day, did not meet the 
French traffic regulations so the extra 
reflectors were required and so were 
fitted by the importers. Thank you for 
clearing that up Eng.

Cars built for the French market did 
feature a couple of items that were Simon Wheatcroft
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different to UK cars, namely a laminated windscreen and framed rear 
view mirror, something that did not appear on UK cars until 1964.

By the time you read this OGX 777E, a very nice looking Mk1 
Austin 1275S, will have been through a classic car auction in the 
Bournemouth area. OGX has been on the Register for many, many 
years. I’ve probably had more enquiries about this car than any other; 
possibly because the car looks in very nice condition, but the more 
likely reason is the auctioneers rather low estimated price of £23,000 
- £26,000, which in this day and age seems to be at least £10,000 and 
probably nearer £15,000 under the market value.

Despite being restored in the early 1980s when restoration of 
an S was rather different to today, OGX looks very correct apart 
from its six vents outer sills. This actually shows how times have 
changed and particularly so before Mini Machine started re-making 
the correct four vent sills in the late 1980s when original ones were 
near impossible to find. Outer sills changed from four vents to six in 
early 1971 but British Leyland did not change the part number. I was 
restoring a Mk 2 S around this time which was before the internet 
and ebay and despite visiting many BL dealers and traipsing around 
innumerable autojumbles, I could not find one new old stock four 
vent sill let alone a pair. I know there are now problems with other 
panels but restorers don’t know how lucky they are, at least in the 
inner/outer sill area these days. 

OGX also shows that not all Ss were flying out of the showrooms. 
Built and despatched in August 1966 but not registered until February 
1967, so it was hanging around at the dealers for a five month period. 
I’m pretty sure this car was specially ordered as it featured the 
desirable optional factory reclining seats, 4½” wheels and sump guard 
(but that does seem to have gone missing during the intervening 
years) when built. That five month delay may have been a result of 
the then latest financial crisis in the UK when there was a nine month 
credit squeeze meaning that the prospective new owner was able to 
borrow less for his/her new vehicle purchase.

Here endeth this month’s history lesson.
 
Simon Wheatcroft

Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

A very happy New Year to all!

I have been contacted recently by 
several members regarding a MK1 
Morris Cooper registered MSJ 409, 
which was offered by the Brightwell’s 
auction house late in November last 
year. This Almond green with old 
English white MK1 seemed to have 
a low guide price with the added 
description of ‘Very little is known of 
the car’s history’. The car appeared to 
have the higher seatbelt anchor points 
but had the MK2 Mini rear lights fitted. 
Additionally, many Cooper identifying 
features were missing such as, the upper 

and lower door chrome finishers, the boot area seemed to have all 
the boot board brackets missing, and a quick DVLA check confirmed 
that the car was originally registered in 1963. Interestingly, the chassis 
number given for this car actually dated it to the first quarter of 1964 
and it didn’t help that the original chassis plate was missing having a 
rather homemade plate with hand stamped digits in its place. The 
engine number was a 998 Cooper one and dating to 1966 however, 
this is not unusual as engines are often replaced. The eventual sale 
price of the car was £6,400 which, taking into account recent sale 
prices of Coopers is quite low, but probably a reasonable price for 
a MK1 Mini rather than Cooper. None of the members who made 
enquiries of me about the car was brave enough to bid too high for it 
and so it sold to a non-club member I understand.

A couple of new additions to the register via the web based site to 
report, both happen to be Morris Coopers, with one belonging to 
Brian Bruce and the other to Peter Burbidge. Please let me know if 
you would like your cars to feature in the register report along with 
some photos of them.

Harold Oddjob Sakata showing his weightlifting credentials in 
Paris so you can see the additional reflector. You can just make out 
AFIVA (BMC's Paris importer) below the bootlid handle

OGX 777E which should have been auctioned by the time you see this

A nice pair of original recliners in OGX - essential seating in a 
classic Cooper or S you intend driving any serious distance!
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Just planning a little ahead, I will need 3 cars for the National MCR 
show held at Beaulieu in June 2017. So, please let me know if you are 
interested in displaying your car on the Mk1 Register display area. 
I’m looking for a variety of cars so don’t think your car needs to be in 
‘concours’ condition. It just needs to represent a ‘good’ MK1 Cooper 
whether it is a 998 or 997engined car, a standard one, or a modified 
one, or even a car used in competition.

Please get in touch with me for more details.

That’s all for this month.

Barbara Alexander

Cooper S Mk 2 Register

With the festivities (and if you're anything 
like me New Year resolutions) now a distant 
memory, it's time to turn attention to more 
serious things - Mini fettling of course.

This tends to be a busy time for us Mini 
enthusiasts, when you suddenly realise 
that all the jobs you'd planned to do over 
the long winter evenings have not been 
started and the events season is just weeks 
away. From looking at posts on various Mini 
forums I know there are a number of Mk11 
S owners grappling with restoration projects 
and a couple of ‘old chestnut’ queries have 
been raised which are worth exploring here.

The first is the date/chassis number at which the ‘S’ block went from thin 
to thick flange. Perhaps obvious, but the flange in question is the joining 
face where the block bolts to the gearbox casing. This mating joint was 
increased in thickness to presumably help strengthen the block in this 
area in order to prevent flexing. Although I have to say I've never heard 
of anyone suffering with particular problems with this on a road car, and 
perhaps it’s a different story when it comes to competitive racing. So, 
whilst there does not appear to be any particular advantage to having a 
‘thick flange’ block, if you're restoring your car it is perhaps important to 
ensure that you have the correct block your car left the factory with.

The change over point for the block was certainly sometime during 
Mk11 production, but precisely when has proved difficult to pinpoint 
and there are various theories. One is that the change came about at the 
same time as the move from 3 to 4 synchromesh gearboxes, this was 
in early October 1968 at engine number 51501 (source John Parnell). 
Another theory is that it occurred right at the end of Mk11 production. 
A little while ago I did a bit of research on this with Simon Wheatcroft 
to see if we could narrow it down. This was done by selecting a number 

of low mileage cars known to have their original engines, no easy task 
in itself these days. The result of this was that it appears that the change 
point was as late as August 1969 between engine numbers 538xx and 
542xx. This is quite late in the production run (the last Mk11 S had 
engine number 55234). The car sample was inevitably quite small so it 
has to be said that this is far from conclusive but at least provides a guide 
to narrowing it down further. If you have a car in the above engine range 
sequence it would be interesting to know which block you have.

The second query is the positioning of the control/regulator box for the 
electrics under the bonnet. The fitment of a servo to the ‘S’ saw the 
repositioning of the control box on the inner wing from in front of the 
stiffener to behind it closer to the bulkhead. Whilst this is the accepted 
factory positioning for a Mk11 S there has been some debate recently 
on the MCR forum as to the orientation of the box in terms of the 
connection terminals. The question is whether the terminals face down 
or forward. I used to be convinced that the factory fit was the terminals 
facing forward, the logic being that the terminals are easier to get to in 
this position without the bulkhead cross member getting in the way. It 
maybe that because non S Minis with the regulator box fitted in front of 
the stiffener have the terminals facing down, this has simply been copied 
during rebuilds over the years? I think it's fair to say, no one knows for 
sure and the factory may indeed have fitted them either way. Does 
anyone have any more thoughts or evidence for this then do get in touch? 

Nick Hunter

A ‘thin’ flanged engine block

A ‘thick’ flanged engine block
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Cooper Mk 2 Register

Not much to report this month but I am pleased to announce 
that my appeal on behalf of Jim Massie for a headlining in my 
December report has been answered. Jack Gray, an Essex MKII 
owner contacted me with the offer of a good condition used 
headlining or a new Newton Commercial example. I contacted 
Jim only to learn that he had already started rebuilding the original 
frames but that they were proving more complex than he had 
anticipated. Although he is sure he could have eventually done the 
job, Jack’s offer was very tempting. After a call to Jack to confirm 

Graham Robinson

he had a full set in good condition a figure was agreed. Not 
wanting to risk the chance of losing them Jim drove down next 
day to pick them up. An eleven hour round trip but well worth it. 
Many thanks to Jack for helping Jim out with the parts he needed. 

You may recall Dave Gillett’s enquiry about the front suspension 
settings for his restoration. Well, Dave has advised me the work has 
been completed and should be checked soon. 

I must say many thanks to those who have expressed an interest 
in displaying their cars at Beaulieu. Ideally, it would be good to 
display examples of cars from all periods of product. From the 
early cars with coloured interiors to the late models in MKIII 
colours. If you would like to display your car I should like to hear 
from you. 

Well, I’m disappointed to say that’s about it for this month. 
Unfortunately, the inbox has been very quiet lately and I can only put 
it down to the festive season. So, I am hoping it will be busier in the 
coming months but in the meantime..... 

Happy Coopering!!

Graham Robinson 

If you’ve read this far you are probably as much an anorak as 
me, but joking aside, with our cars now nearly 50 years old it’s 
important we nail this detail for future enthusiasts before the 
knowledge becomes lost.

Talking of 50 years old there has been a great response to the 
proposed Mk11 display at Beaulieu this year, it’s shaping up to be a 
great event. Please contact me if you would like to play your part. 

That’s all for now.

Cheers

Nick Hunter 

Control box with terminals facing down

Control box with terminals facing forward

Cooper S Mk 3 Register

Those of you with long memories 
may recall that some years ago, 
it was actually 1996! Practical 
Classics started a rebuild of a Mk 
3 S that they subsequently gave 
away in a competition in 1997. The 
lucky winner was Alan Turvey who 
emigrated to the Canary Islands 
shortly after and took the car with 
him where he used it on rallies 
and hill climbs. It remained there 
until sold to a Madrid resident who 
recently sold it to Dick Wilkinson 
and Dick has brought the car back to 

the UK.

Built in August 1970 and originally Glacier white, Practical Classics 
changed the colour to Flame red. When acquired by the magazine 
it was registered EHX 274J but when finished it was re-registered 
GPK 101J – the car had been off the road some years so may have 
missed the computerisation of records by the DVLA hence the re-
registration. Dick is, I think, hoping to get the car re-united with it 
EHX plate.

Simon Wheatcroft

EHX 274J as found by Practical Classics looking rather sorry  
for itself
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John Kent, who is currently restoring YKR 643J got in touch to say he 
had managed to source some correct Geranium (bright red) vinyl so 
he can get the interior of his car back to the original colour scheme. 
He has even persuaded Newton Commercial to make up the door 
panels. John would like to source a pair of Mk 3 reclining seat frames 
– can anyone help him?

Even after all these years, new to the Register cars still trickle 
in and there is now some detail held on 480 cars and there 
are still a number of cars known to be out there. So, one day 
I’m hopeful that the Mk 3 S Register may break the magic five 
hundred barrier.

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

Rover Cooper Register

A belated Happy New Year to one and 
all. Well, 2016 saw the prices of classic 
cars continue their march upwards. 
With 1960s Mini Cooper Ss now 
fetching sums well in excess of £30,000 
at auction, for honest restoration 
projects, it was inevitable that 
enthusiasm for the marque would rub 
off on the 1990s Rover Cooper models. 
Low mileage, pristine examples of the 
more desirable limited editions have 
long since broken the £20,000 ceiling 
and there is little sign that this is going to 
change in the foreseeable future.

Why do I say this? The reasons are 
many and varied, and include the longest sustained period of ultra 
low interest rates in living memory, abysmally low bond yields, tax 
pressures on the residential property rental sector, and over 55s 
withdrawing money from their poor performing pension pots. Lastly, 
profits on the sale of classic cars do not attract capital gains tax 
because they are termed as being‘wasting assets’.

The other plus point of the rising classic car market is that it 
encourages the restoration of cars that would otherwise be 
uneconomic to save from the scrap yard. Even my local crash repair 
workshop is taking on restoration projects, and the owner has 
indulged a few of his own, including an early 1990s Spi Rover Cooper 
displaying a level of corrosion that would give the wreck of the Titanic 
a good run for its money. By the time you read this I will have paid 
him another visit, this time armed with a camera! 

Moving on, I cannot believe that it was August 2015 that I last 
published a ‘Back to basics’ beginners’ overview which then 
featured the Single Point injection (Spi) Rover Cooper models. 
RSP and Mainstream cars were covered in the May 2015 issue of 
CooperWorld. Time then to move on to part three… the Mpi 
Rover Coopers.

Back to basics 3 – Multi-Point Injection Rover Coopers

Although they are referred to as multi point injection (Mpi) these 
cars are actually twin point fuel injection. Announced on 1st October 
1996, production had actually commenced in August that year 
and continued until 4th October 2000. Desperate to keep Mini 
production alive while its BMW replacement was being developed, 
Rover had to jump through a lot of hoops to maintain type approval 
under ever more onerous EU regulations. 

John Parnell

A little over a year later and ready for its new owner

GPK 101J (1) - GPK on its Spanish plates whilst enjoying life and 
motorsport in sunny Tenerife

The Mpi Minis & Mini Coopers were launched on 1st October 1996
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Exhaust emissions was a big part of the story, and to achieve ECDII 
emissions standards for the Mini, the existing twin-point (Mpi) fuel 
injection system, used on the then current ‘K’ series engine, was 
adapted and linked to the MEMS 2J electronic engine management 
system used on Rover’s 800 (2.5 litre) KV6 and MGF 1.8i VVC engines.

Crash safety rules meant that the doors had to now incorporate high 
strength steel door beams, and the awkward drive-by noise test could 
no longer be accomplished with the radiator and its plastic fan in their 
existing position at the side of the engine bay. The main radiator had 
to be re-designed and moved to the front, and this in turn meant 
that the bulky distributor had to be replaced by a much less intrusive 
electronic version. These changes required a new engine block 
casting that would define Mpi Minis. 

Another change that distinguishes the Mpi cars, is their power-
sapping 2.76:1 transmission final drive, a further concession to 
drive-by noise reduction and one that also improved fuel economy. 
Together, all of the measures described here achieved the goal of 
continued Mini production, but it was only a lifeline for a further 
four years, by which time Rover and BMW would, again, be 
separate business entities.

One of the less publicised complications arising from the new 
engine block was that there was no longer any room for the 
alternative of automatic transmission, a very popular option in 
Japan. Consequently, the Japanese spec cars continued to use the 
existing Spi power unit. 

Chassis (VIN) prefix:

SAXXNNAZEBD = Mpi model 1997 M/Y (RHD)
SAXXNNAZRBD = Mpi model 1997 M/Y (LHD)
SAXXNNAZEWD = Mpi model 1998 M/Y (RHD)
SAXXNNAZRWD = Mpi model 1998 M/Y (LHD)
SAXXNNAZEXD = Mpi model 1999 M/Y (RHD)
SAXXNNAZRXD = Mpi model 1999 M/Y (LHD)
SAXXNNAZEYD = Mpi model 2000 M/Y (RHD)
SAXXNNAZRYD = Mpi model 2000 M/Y (LHD)
SAXXNPAZEYD = Mpi Sport model 2000 M/Y (RHD)
SAXXNPAZRYD = Mpi Sport model 2000 M/Y (LHD)
SAXXNRAZEYD = Mpi model - Mini Cooper 2000 M/Y (RHD)
SAXXNRAZRYD = Mpi model - Mini Cooper 2000 M/Y (LHD)
SAXXNPAZE1D = Mpi Sports model 2001 M/Y (RHD)
SAXXNPAZR1D = Mpi Sports model 2001 M/Y (LHD)

Notes
(i) M/Y = Model Year;
(ii) I have not included automatic transmission variants in the above list;
(iii) M/Y 2000 Mini Coopers are the lower spec models with body 
painted dashboards and seats with cloth inserts. 

(iv) M/Y 2001 Sports models have platinum silver roofs and matching 
bonnet stripes and decals. It was these cars that the final ‘500’ LE 
vehicles were drawn from.
(v) Although not a Rover Cooper in name, the Paul Smith LE of 
1998 is, however, fitted with a 63PS Rover Cooper engine. It is not 
included in the above chassis (VIN) listing. 
(vi) The E11*93 / 81 code stamped above the VIN number is the EU 
approval number.

Engine Prefix

12A2LK70 = Mpi 63PS @ 5,500rpm, 10.5:1 compression ratio, 
2.76:1 final drive manual transmission
12A2EK71 = Spi Cooper unit, 10.1:1 compression ratio, 3.21:1 final 
drive, manual transmission, air conditioning, Japan

L13 = Replacement engine with cylinder head manual transmission 
Mpi (1996-00)
L14 = Replacement engine with cylinder head automatic 
transmission, Spi, air conditioning, Japan (1996-99)
L15 = Replacement engine without cylinder head, automatic 
transmission, Spi, air conditioning, Japan (1996-99)
L16 = Replacement engine with cylinder head, manual transmission, 
Spi, Japan (1992-96)
L21 = Replacement engine without cylinder head, manual 
transmission, (1996-00)

Notes:
(i) 12A2EK72 = Spi standard unit, 9.4:1 compression ratio, automatic 
transmission, air conditioning, Japan

No room for auto transmission - the crowded engine bay of the 
Mpi Rover Cooper

The Mpi engine block has the casting number ‘LCF 103200’ at 
the front

Mpi cylinder head has ‘LDF105800’ (just visible) cast on the far left end
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Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

A belated thank you to all the 
contributors from last year who 
contacted me about their cars, and I 
hope to be reporting with plenty more 
discoveries over this year.

And to start the year off, Philip Cowan, 
whose 1964 Radford De Ville Morris 
Cooper I’m in the final throes of 
restoring, informed me of the details of 
a rare Radford Cooper S estate he had 
been told about. Apparently, just before 
Christmas, Philip met with Graeme 
Calvert-Thomson, a retired architect 
and keen classic car enthusiast, who 
once owned one of a pair of Radford 
Cooper 1275 S woody estates built for 

Lady Cromer. The car in question was first registered in London 

Factory Replacement Engine Part No: LBB109070N = New

Engine Block ID: ‘LCF 103200' casting number top front

Cylinder Head: LDF105800 ‘A’ Plus casting with nine studs, sculpted 
and machined around the thermostat housing. It has ‘LDF105800’ 
cast into the far left end of the head, heater tap valve port not 
bored through, no by-pass hose adaptor, no tapping for the water 
temperature sender unit just below the thermostat housing, and 
three tapped bolt holes at the front below the thermostat housing 
area to take the alternator mounting bracket. Valve data: 1.3125 inch 
inlet and 1.156 inch outlet.

Camshaft: Part No. LGC105380 

ECU: MEMS 2J - See applications below:

 VIN
Part No. Market From To 
MKC 104290 All 134455 137649
MKC 104291 All 137650 Dec 1998
MKC 104292 All Dec 1998 on

Spi MEMS Unit application 1996 – 2000 (Japan)

MNE 101350 Japan manual transmission 134455 Mar 2000
MNE 101351 As above Mar 2000 on 
MNE 101360 Japan auto transmission 134455 Sept 1998
MNE 101361 As above Sept 1998 on  

Fuel Pump Module: WFX 100810

Injector and Pressure Regulator Unit: MKW 10016

Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor : ADU 7340

Alternator: Magneti Marelli A1151 - 65 amp (Part No. 63321727)

Starter Motor: Lucas M79 pre engaged

Wiper Motor: Lucas 14W / 60927001 two speed, self-park

Fuse Box: 24 blade fuse block integral with wiring harness

Ignition Coil: GCL204 (Lucas DMB 201, NGK U2017)

Spark plugs: NGK BPR6E 

Spark plug leads and caps: Unipart (black)

Registrar’s Comments

1. The above listing is only meant to be a quick reference guide for 
identification purposes. It is by no means definitive, and like all things 
Rover, is subject to the vagaries and many errors that pass for the 
AKM 1217 parts microfiche series.

The MEMS 2J ECU unit is normally clearly labelled like this one

2. There appears to be a lack of confirmed details of the engine 
prefixes for post 1996 Japanese spec cars, both in manual and 
automatic transmission form. While we can all speculate on the 
permutations of these, there is no substitute for a physical car that 
actually displays them.

Until next month…

If it is dry and sunny, enjoy a winter blast!

John Parnell 

A rare sight, this replacement engine is a genuine Rover Mpi unit

Eric Van Diggelen's 1275 Radford estate's engine bay

Steve Burkinshaw
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on 1st August 1966 as KLU 799D and painted in dark blue with red 
coach lines on the bonnet. Graeme bought the car from a well known 
London dealer, Valentine Clarke Ltd, in January 1970 for £1,010 
(he still has the invoice) and then sold it about a year later to his 
then brother-in-law. Graeme was informed that Lady Cromer liked 
the Mini estates for the convenience of transporting her dogs; very 
expensive transport at the time just for one such car let alone two.
I hope to feature some photos of the estate in a future report.

Moving on to another similar Radford converted estate which has 
surfaced in the States. Eric Van Diggelen owns a Mk2 Radford 1275 

Cooper S estate, finished in what appears to be Rolls-Royce Sable brown, 
a popular colour at the time. The main difference between this later 
model apart from the Mk2 changes, is that the front seats are no longer 
based on the Microcell frames. Instead, hand-made Reutter type chrome 
finished seat mechanisms are used in the style of John Parnell’s Radford, 
AA1000. The seats are also covered in Ambla vinyl and not leather. In a 
future report I hope to cover a little more of the history of this car which 
is a right hand drive one and formally UK registered in London.

Just to finish, I was delighted to see Nev Smyth’s 1967 Radford De Ville 
hatch back on the front cover of the February edition of MiniWorld. 
After three plus years of restoration what a superb car has come back 

Nice shot of the driver’s side of the car showing the extensive 
instrumentation

Plush and well padded seats looking like they are leather finished 
but they are in fact covered in a material called Ambla

Note the combined ignition key and steering lock fitted to the 
steering column

Nice shot of driver’s side quarter light window and fabric fold 
back sunroof

Under dash centre console has radio speaker fitted and radio 
above where standard Mini switch panel would have been fitted

Note heavily tinted rear windows
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to life with no let up from Nev and the various tradesmen involved. 
Nev has been researching coach built Minis for some time and I look 
forward to reporting on his findings. I hope to feature his hatch back in 
the near future along with a similar car I owned twenty years ago, nick-
named as ‘hedge hatch’ by Nev. I’ll explain another time!

Steve Burkinshaw

Mini Super Register

This month we start with a new year 
and a new entry in the register. Sadly, the 
car in question has not been accounted 
for now for quite a long time but it has 
an interesting story nevertheless. A mid-
1962 registered Morris Super in Tartan 
red with black roof, the car started life on 
the roads in Northern Ireland, registered 
3373 JI. During the winter ‘big freeze’ 
of 1963, the car crossed the frozen lake 
named Lough Neagh, and back again. 
Lough Neagh is the largest lake in the 
UK and Northern Ireland. A British Film 
Institute clip of the achievement was 
kindly posted by J-C Jens Christian, on 
the Mk1 Super 850 website. It can be 

seen that the crossing was made with the driver’s door open, which 
I imagine was in preparation of a quick exit from the car if necessary! 
The little Super is adorned with typical period accessories such as a 
rear-window de-misting panel and a ‘furry’ steering wheel cover.

Two Supers are currently undergoing good progress with their 
restoration. The first is owned by Sally Brown. It is one of three Supers 
which Sally owns. The other two, both Morris cars, are used mainly 
for show purposes. However, the car currently undergoing restoration 
is an Almond Green and white Austin, affectionately known as ‘Joe’. 
This Super had been restored to a useable standard under Sally’s 
instruction when she first bought it in 2002. Joe had since been used as 
daily transport, to and from work, trips to the super market and so on 
until recently. Finally, in November last year, it was clear that the Super 
needed more than just a little tidy-up, so Sally took the car along to the 
specialist who restored her grey Morris in 2001. 

The restorer started restoration work immediately and the job is 
progressing well. A full story on the car will appear later in the year 
but, so far, I can report that the car has been completely dismantled, 
a new Heritage front-panel has been fitted along with rear valance 
and boot-hinge panel. Usual repairs to rear wheel arches and floor 
sections have been carried out too. Also three layers of sills had to be 
removed before new ones could be fitted! The restoration should be 
completed by the time road-salt has gone and the car should be ready 
for display no doubt at Beaulieu this coming June.

Garry Dickens

Sally's Super - Several layers of rotting sills to remove

Stripped interior but sound looking floors

Stripped and waiting for new front-panel

Ian's Super - Stripped with front wheel arch and sill removed
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The second car to report on is a very early Morris, in fact the second 
earliest Morris I have recorded. The earliest, owned by the afore-
mentioned Sally Brown, is number 153 off the production line, whilst 
Ian’s is number 166. Both cars were built in the same batch and 
painted Smoke grey and White.
Ian bought his Super just over three years ago. Although some parts 
are missing, it is an exceptionally original car and very sound. The ‘big 
strip-down’ started in 2014 but then stopped until recently.

During the past month the car has been completely dismantled 
and is now a bare shell on a home-made spit. Ian had his garage 

extended from 6 meters to 11.5 during the summer in order to 
accommodate the restoration – that is enthusiasm for you!
Currently Ian is carefully scraping away underseal but has been 
pleasantly surprised to find original metal with just a few holes. The 
body will then be sent away for media blasting before restoration, but 
this is some months away. As with Sally’s car, a full report will appear 
in the future however, I imagine this will be a little while off.

I am most grateful to those who provide material for my write-ups 
and am always interested in writing anything about Supers. Your car, 
one you once owned, a Super you might know about - anything, even 
if it no longer exists

Happy 2017!

Garry Dickens

Inner sill looks remarkably sound

Lovely original front panel

1275GT Register

When register members take 
the trouble to write to me with 
their comments and responses to 
CooperWorld articles, it makes 
the production of new articles that 
much easier. So, thank you to all who 
contributed in 2016 and please keep 
the photos and stories coming.

One such contribution came to me in 
the form of a proper letter! Yes, one of 
those things the postman used to bring. 
Register member James Ellis provided 
some interesting points that could help 
narrow down the major change point 
in GT production. James has had a long 
term GT interest going back to the 

early days of the MOC events at Stanford Hall in the early 1990s.

James’ GT, registered POV 832M, was built on the 14th January 
1974 and dispatched 5 days later with commission number 520 
1889A. Running on 10 inch wheels, but with a rod change gearbox, 
puts it amongst the transitional cars that preceded the 12 inch 
wheel models. Information James has on the last 10 inch wheel car 
produced has provided a commission number of 520D 19415A, but 
the build date of this car as yet unknown.

Another car James has highlighted is NOK 329M, which he last saw 
around 6 years ago at Stanford Hall, having first encountered it at 
‘Mini in the park’ in1999. The car currently has a DVLA status of 
SORN and a recently expired MOT are good signs that NOK 329M 
is still alive and well, but is not a car noted on our register. I would be 
interested if anyone knows its history and whereabouts, perhaps to 
discover how close to the end of 10 inch wheel production it came.

The next car of interest James mentions is his first encounter with a 12 
inch wheel GT, ROK 833M. On the 23rd March 1974 it was on display 
at Thomas Startin’s dealership in Aston, Birmingham. Finished in Blaze 
with white stripes and a navy blue interior, a later type 7.5 gallon tank 

Alan Clark

James Ellis’ GT alongside NOK 329M at Stanford Hall 2010
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Not too much to write about this month. Do please let me have your 
stories, they should be about your MINI adventure with the Modern 
MINI and any pictures you have should be about 1meg in size.

There is a lot going on with the Y reg MINIs, and Martyn Collins has 
got his hand on one so, hopefully, we will get to hear more about it.

I guess you have all heard my story so I will not be repeating it any 
time soon. My current JCW R56 still makes me smile; it is probably 
the best car I have ever run. I just hope the next one is as good or 
even better. Just waiting for the new face lift to happen.

Until next month and more tails of the Modern MINI. 
 
David Young

lived in the boot along with a boot board and brackets. Delivered to 
its new owner in early April 1974, sadly ROK 833M does not seem 
to have survived based on DVLA records. However, the date of 
registration seems to indicate that there was a crossover period of both 
10 inch GTs and 12 inch GTs being registered in early 1974.

Finally, Referring back to Simon Wheatcroft’s article in the January 2017 
issue (no. 349) of CooperWorld, James has an interesting comment on 
HVW 10H, the 1970 GT that later ended up in a non Clubman shell. 
James recalls seeing it parked on the sea front at Llorett de Mar in 
Spain whilst on holiday there in 1976. A UK registered GT standing out 
amongst the numerous round nosed Authi 1275GTs in the town! 

That’s it for this month’s issue. 

Alan Clark

HVW 10H in Clubman form 1976 Llorett De Mar

Front end shot of the John Cooper Works Clubman

Same car as above with BMW MINI team that built it 

Modern MINI Cooper Register

Are we all looking forward to Shine 
and Show time? Then it’s time to get 
the MINI out and give it a once over. 
Firstly, give it a good clean, followed by 
a polish of any dull bits and then finish 
it off with a good wax. Check the tyres 
thoroughly, fronts always seem to wear 
rapidly, can’t imagine why? Personally, 
I hate run flats as I find them too harsh 
and stiff as well as giving off lots of road 
noise. My new car will not be having 
them, currently you can deselect them 
when ordering a new MINI. 

I guess the time has come for me to 
bite the bullet and order my new car. I 

can’t decide on the colour though, green or black - both look good but 
currently black is still my favourite. The MINI web site has a brilliant 
configurator that you can use to ‘build’ your own MINI and decide 
which toys you want to add. Be careful though as the price can rocket. 
A ‘Must have’ is the Chilli pack along with a heated front windscreen. 
Leather seats I love too. Look out for a new F56 at Beaulieu this year.

The MINI plant at Oxford has celebrated the 3 millionth MINI and it 
is a John Cooper Works Clubman. Four wheel drive with a 2 litre 231 
BHP – I would love that in a hatch but alas it is not to be.

Charlie Butler-Henderson has been given the role of MINI Brand 
ambassador for another year. This will see him racing again in the 
MINI CHALLENGE UK JCW series alongside the British GT as well 
as the Goodwood and the MINI Festivals.

Just love the ‘Company Car’. Do come along to any of the festivals 
and Goodwood to see Charlie, he would love to meet any MINI nuts 
and will have some ‘goodies’ for you no doubt!

David Young
Charlie Butler Henderson once again to be an ambassador of the 
MINI brand
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

Cheshire
(West)

TBD TBD TBD

  Devon & Cornwall TBD Varies Barry Elm 07941 199001
minicooper35@elmsgrove.com

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

Mick Willson 01702 530731
h623x304@sky.com

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts
01248 811109

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

  Herts & 
  London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

  Lincolnshire 7pm First Thursday of  
the month

The New Inn, Great Limber, Lincolnshire, DN37 8JL.  
On the A18 between Kerminton (Humberside Airport)  
and Keelby

Christopher Smith
07861 776 341 (after 6pm only) 
Miffy1977@hotmail.co.uk

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049 0191 4133606
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Colin Woodage 01235 772525
cwoodage@hotmail.co.uk

  Scotland Sunday 13th November 
At 11:00 am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

  Somerset Region  Please call for details of next meeting Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region 1st Thursday At 7.30 The Black Tiles, Martlesham Heath IP12 4SP
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 01273 454440 or 07663 00122
peter_hodges@sky.com

  Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Houndshill, Banbury Road, Ettington, Ettington, CV37 7NS
http://www.thehoundshill.co.uk/

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

  Wiltshire & Dorset Alternate 2nd Wednesday 
each Month 8.00pm 

Even number months Redlynch Sports & Social Club, 
Woodfalls Cross, The Ridge, Woodfalls, Salisbury SP5 2L 

Odd number months Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood 
Road, Avon, Christchurch, BH23 7BQ

Malcolm Francis 
malcsmf@btinternet.com 

Nick Stansmore 
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

  Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road, LS15 4NJ, 
A64, Just off the A1

Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

POSITION

VACANT

POSITION

VACANT

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

VENUE

NEW 

REGION

NEW 

DATE
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Hampshire Region

Hampshire Region had their 
annual Christmas dinner on the 
15th December at the George 
and Falcon in Warnford. It 
was organised by Sally Salter 
who did a sterling job of 
reminding us who had paid and 
what we all ordered. It was a 
well-attended event with 15 
members and the usual crop 
of no Minis. It was an evening 
of many laughs especially 
when the main meal arrived 
(see photo). Lots of plans were also 
hatched for some Mini madness 
in 2017. The Hampshire Region is 
always well attended and has a great 
bunch of members involved. 

All are welcome to join us so please 
come and see us in 2017.

Happy New Year to everyone. 

Graham Hendra

Kent Region

Hi from Kent! 

I have been spending lots of time in the garage preparing the car for the events season, and with an eye on September for the epic journey around 
Ireland in the Minis to event. Don’t forget to post any pictures of your off season work on your car on our Kent Facebook page at http://www.
facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/.

The events list for Kent is as below. Let us know if you would like to take part in any of these.

Events for 2017
27th May - Deal Classic Car Show - Walmer Green
11th June – Kent display - MCR, National Mini Cooper Day- Beaulieu. 
8-9th July – Brands Hatch Mini Festival
30th July – Region Summer get together and picnic. Bearsted Green 
20th August – KENT EVENT - The Ham Sandwich Run 
24th September – Oh so Retro Show, Margate

Venue for Monthly Meetings
Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, Kent ME17 4JD
The second Wednesday of each month. Next meeting will be 8th February 2017 See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/

Hope to catch up with everyone during 2017!

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Tel: 01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk
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Mid Staffs Region

Looking back over 2016 we held a number of ‘big’ meetings which attracted a good 
turnout. This started with the Scalextric night in February, then the Drive it Day outing 
to the National Brewery Centre followed in late April. June saw the annual informal 
Concours evening with two winners. Thanks to Minimine for sponsoring a separate 
competition for Minis, and our biggest turnout ever! July was BBQ night and inevitably 
so it rained but that didn’t stop the fun!

August saw the annual tour, which this year was dubbed The Summer Tour and again 
this attracted the largest entry so far for one of our tours. The September pub night 
seems to always attract a good turnout of cars, and this continued this year with a 
wonderful Jaguar XK120 stealing the limelight. 

In October we had one of our occasional talks about something other than cars! This 
time Barry Chisnall’s very informative talk about the British Cavalry Weapons of the 
Napoleonic Wars was well received. November’s quiz night again saw the biggest 
turnout for a quiz, and was followed by December’s sell out Christmas Dinner with 
Stuart Turner as our guest speaker. 

So, a great year and hopefully 2017 will continue the theme!

Future regular meeting are:

Monday 6th February. The very popular Scalextric race night. There will be a series 
of knockout rounds to determine the winner plus a sprint championship with cars running individually against the clock. There will be an entry fee of 
£1.00 per person per competition (races or sprint) with the pot being divided up for the winners and runners up in each competition.

Monday 6th March. Traditional natter meeting at the George and Dragon.

Sunday 23rd April. Drive it Day. I had hoped to arrange a visit to a restoration establishment, but this is not possible on a Sunday, so the current 
thinking is to drive out to somewhere for a Sunday Lunch.

Looking further ahead, it seems likely that Saturday August 5th will be the date for The Summer Tour 2017. This date is a week after the 
Silverstone Classic and also there are no major classic car events on that weekend, apart from the Croft Nostalgia meeting, which I think is far away 
as not to take too many of the potential Summer Tour entries – although the racing people will travel a long way for a meeting and I know as I was 
a regular at Croft in the 1970s! The plan is to go to the west of Stone this year, crossing the Long Mynd east to west and then The Stiperstones in 
the same direction. After a lunch break in the Shrewsbury area, in the afternoon we will visit the area to the north before turning east and back 
to Stone. This allows the route to take in some of the countryside of the Marches and the Shropshire Lake District. Morning coffee, lunch and 
afternoon tea stops will be included as in previous years.

Remember, the Mid Staffs Region meets on the first Monday of each month at the George and Dragon, Meaford Road, Stone, ST15 0RW. Meetings 
start at 7.30pm onwards and all Minis and MINIs are welcome.

Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell@btinternet.com
01785 760211

Newcastle & Durham Region

Treasure Hunt

For our September meet 
we took a break from our 
old routine of going to the 
Dun Cow at Bournmoor for 
a natter and had a Treasure 
Hunt instead. Arranged at 
relatively short notice and 
authorised under MSA permit 
no. 97550, there wasn’t a 
great turn out but those that 
could make it, along with 
some members of the Hadrian 
Motor Club who had also been 
invited, just about made for a viable event. The start point was the A1(M) Northbound Services at Washington from where those taking part 
had to pick up numbered clues, such as names of houses and padlock manufacturers (!), in order to find the finish venue - the Grey Horse pub 
in Consett. As ever, this produced quite mixed results, those less familiar with looking at a map on the move struggling a bit, while the more 
proficient cleaned it with time to spare. Nevertheless, everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, even those members that just joined us for a 
drink at the end, and it’s something we could look to repeat if there’s sufficient interest. Thanks to everyone that took part and my apologies for 
taking so long to say something about it here. 

The Vortz Mini Cooper Formula R 
belonging to Nick Hunter

Some of the Treasure 
Hunt participants at 
Washington Services

Sheet of clues that needed to be 
solved in order to find the 'treasure'



2017 calendar

Looking ahead into this year, there’s the prospect of our annual Pub Quiz, if someone 
can be persuaded to take on the task (any takers?) and the Mk1 Performance track day 
at Blyton in late April that I’m sure a good few members will attend. There’s also the 
possibility of a run down to Beaulieu in June, if anyone is up for that? For various reasons, 
it’s been a while now since we’ve gone down in our cars ‘en masse’, but it certainly makes 
for a very enjoyable long weekend if it can be arranged. Who could forget our epic trip 
of 2011 when even camping in the worst of British weather and numerous car problems, 
including a fire in the engine bay of one of the cars, didn’t spoil the fun?! Beyond that, there’s 
our local show, the Croft Nostalgia/HSCC race meet in early August and, of course, the 
Region’s rally at the back end of the year. Other than these, suggestions for things to do, 
either on a club night or weekend would be very much welcomed. It would certainly be a 
good idea to have another of our ‘socials’ away from the all too comfortable surroundings of 
the Dun Cow for example. After all, this would give some of the less familiar faces (and their 
cars!) the opportunity to attend a meet as well as attract new members to the club.

Cheers for now and thanks again to everyone contributing to another successful running of the Region’s rally last October. The event’s high standing 
in the wider rallying community is largely down to your continued support. 

Niall Cook    

Scottish Region

Happy New Year!  Please see below a list of all the Scottish regional events in 2017. Those marked with ** are events that we plan to have a stand 
for. Please ensure you start your RSVPs for these as soon as possible.  Please let me have the make, model, year and registration number of your car.

Also, we are required to ensure that all of those attending events are official MCR members - for insurance purposes.  Please ensure your membership is up to 
date! We will be reviewing the official database list this month and will have to sadly drop those individuals that are no longer members. So please do check!

If you would like to volunteer to organise a club stand at an event, please note a few below that are currently open.  Alternatively, if there are any 
events that aren't on the list and you would like to organise a stand, please contact me ASAP!  

Wishing you all the best for 2017,

2017 - MCR Scotland – Scottish Regional Events
 

Patricia Webb

Also turning out for the event was the Sprint of 

Pete Henry, with Neilson Miller in the hot seat

**Event: Stirling and District Classic Car Show
Club stand: Yes
Date: Sunday, 14 May. **RSVP by 30 March.
Location: Bridge of Allan
Details: Over 700 classic cars attended last year. There is 
also some autojumble stands at this show.  It is open to all 
marques of minis.   
http://www.sdccc.co.uk/index.php/show.html
Contact: Geoff Marr & Patricia Webb, MCR Scotland  
Email geoff.marr@btinternet.com;
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk
 
Event: Ingliston Revival & Scottish Motor Show
Club stand: TBC – based on interest.  Clash with SDCC 
show. If we don’t go as a club, you can register on an 
individual basis.
Date: Saturday & Sunday, 13/14 May 
Location: Ingliston, Edinburgh
Details: Historic racing, track day, concours.  For club stand 
– pre-1973 only. 
Website: http://www.ingliston.co.uk/
Contact: Patricia 07834 081 667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk 
Event: Mini Clan – Thistle Run
Club stand: No
Date: Sunday, 4 June
Location: Calderglen to Troon
Details: Rally, static display and concours.  
Website and Registration: http://www.miniclan.com/

Event: Thirlestane Castle Historic Motoring 
Extravaganza
Club stand: No. Conflict with Thistle Run. Please register 
as individuals.
Date: Sunday, 4 June TBC
Location: Thirlestane Castle, Lauder
Details: Over 500 classic cars expected for 2017. Static 
show with concours judging. Also includes an autojumble. It 
is open to all marques of minis
Contact: http://www.bvac.org.uk/thirlestane/

Event: Wheels of Yesteryear
Date: Sunday, 2 July - TBC
Club stand: No
Location: Start: Newtongrange Mining Museum to 
Lenoxlowe House via Glenkinchie Distillery.  
Details: Rally and concours. Open to all marques of minis.  
Website and Registration: http://www.wheelsofyesteryear.org.uk/
 
**Event: Moffat Classic Car Rally – 
Club stand: Yes
Date: Saturday and Sunday – 24/25 June. **RSVP by 30 April.
Location: Glamis Castle, Forfar, Angus. 
Details: The rally accommodates 900 entries some of which 
come hundreds of miles to participate. This 2 day event has a 
drive through the Moffat hills on the Saturday which is a glorious 
sight and Sunday is the main gathering in the Moffat showground, 
with a large display of classic cars, auto-jumble/trade stands and 
childrens entertainment. Open to all marques of minis.
Website: http://www.sre-scot.co.uk/
Contact: Dave Pearson & Patricia Webb, MCR Scotland  
Email: david279@btinternet.com;  
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

**Event: Glamis Castle Vintage Vehicle Extravaganza
Club stand: Yes
Date: Saturday and Sunday - 8/9 July. **RSVP by 30 April.
Location: Glamis Castle, Forfar, Angus. 
Details: Largest static show in Scotland for classic cars and 
minis. Autojumble, Rally, static show and concours. Open to 
all MCR members and marques of minis. Attendance can be 
one or both days. 
Website: http://www.glamis-castle.co.uk/events.cfm
Contact:  Patricia 07834 081 667  
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk 

Event: Biggar Rally
Club stand: No
Date: 13 August TBC
Location: Biggar 
Details: Rally, static car show, concours and autojumble. Pre 
1973 registered minis only. Camping also available.  
Website and Registration: http://albion-trust.org.uk/albion-rally
 
**Event: Bo’ness Hillclimb Revival
Club stand: Yes
Date: Saturday and Sunday, 2 and 3 September. **RSVP 
by 30 June.
Location: Bo’ness Circuit, Kinneil House
Details: Historic rally to Rest and Be Thankful, Historic 
hillclimb competition, static car show, concours. Open to all 
marques of minis.  
Website: http://www.bonesshillclimb.org.uk/
Contact: Patricia 07834 081 667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Event: Selkirk Vintage Rally and Scenic Car Run
Club stand: TBC – Looking for a volunteer to organise this.
Date: Saturday and Sunday, 16 and 17 September.
Location: Bo’ness Circuit, Kinneil House
Details: Rally, classic car show, concours
Website: http://www.selkirkvintagecarrally.org/
 
**Event: Scottish MCR Club Meeting 2017
Date: 19 November, 11 AM
Location: The Conservatory @ Norton House Hotel, 
Ingliston, Edinburgh EH28 8LX
Details:  Meeting at 11 AM. 
Contact: Patricia 07834 081 667  
Email: ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk 
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Wilts. & Dorset region

How to relieve those dreary winter days

It now having been ascertained that I have two readers following an intensive survey, I felt I would like to share with them my thoughts on those 
dreaded non-garage moments that occur fairly frequently between November and March.

It would seem that one of my readers spends a lot of time chasing NOS parts, and the other, for all I know, is currently in the Bahamas working 
on his winter tan. My two confirmed readers will be familiar with the oft repeated reference to cakes supplied when we attend various events 
throughout the year and their excellent quality.

Should there be others who were too shy to come forward when the question of readership was raised, I felt it only fair that they should be given 
encouragement to try something completely different, as a true test of versatility and eagerness to learn.

So, put down your oil cans, battery chargers, bottles of anti-freeze and tyre pumps, and have a go at Hannah Wickson’s self-entitled ‘Best Ever 
Brownies’ recipe:-

  185g/6 ½ oz dark chocolate, chopped
  185g/6 ½ oz butter, diced
  3 large eggs
  275g/9 ½ oz caster sugar
  85g/3 oz plain flour
  40g/1 ½ oz cocoa powder
  50g/2 oz white chocolate, chopped
  50g/2 oz milk chocolate, chopped

1. Preheat oven to 180C/ Gas 4/Fan oven 160C. Butter and base line a 20cm/8”square cake tin that is 5cm/ 2” deep.

2. Melt the chocolate with the butter. Cool. Whisk the eggs and sugar together until thick and creamy and double their original volume. Pour over 
the cooled chocolate and fold together. Sift over the flour and cocoa and fold in. Now stir in the chopped chocolate.

3. Pour into the tin, spread into the corners, and bake for 25 minutes. If it wobbles in the middle, it’s not quite done, so bake for another 5 minutes 
until the top has a shiny, papery crust and the sides begin to come away from the tin. Remove from the tin when completely cold.

And there you have it best ever Brownies – enjoy!

Next month – simple bacon sandwiches for beginners

Malcolm Francis
malcsmf@btinternet.com
nickstansmore@live.co.uk    

Worcestershire Region

Christmas Party at the Blue Bell for MCR Worcestershire Region and Mercia Minis. Santa dropped in for the young ones. Many thanks to the 
landlady Sue for putting on the food and letting us hold meetings through the years. 

Happy New Year to all.

Mick Rowley   
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number. The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious 
before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL   
OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote your 
membership number when writing. Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose a 
cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so will 
result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques should 
be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.  
All traders are required to state this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Parts for sale

1275 GT Clubman tinted driver's side window glass. There is one scratch 
where a door mirror screw has got to close and then some minor 
scratches which could possibly be polished out. £35. Collection only. Tel. 
07973 426922 London.

See photo below.

1293 ‘S’ engine and 3 synchro S/C gearbox built 35 years ago and never 
used. New block, head and pistons, EN40 crank,’S’ rods, steel flywheel 
etc.Now split for inspection. Offers invited. For further details phone 
Chris on 0121 448 5367 or email dewing@talktalk.net

New old stock Alexander air horns in as new condition all complete with 
fitting instructions and as used in some Wood & Pickett cars. £65. Tel 
07973 426922 London
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